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Four UNH students "Saudi-bound"
By Eileen Malloy
News Reporter
On the outside of Joe
Przygrodzki' s door in Congreve
Hall the words "Saudi bound" are
scrawled in chalk. "Saudi Joe," as
written on his door, is leaving
UNH today and will beheading to
Fort Devens in Ayer, Mass. on
Monday.
Freshman Alan Prina, junior
Alan Hoddeson, and senior Jim
Bailey have already left UNH as

political science major from Manchester, N.H., is a member of the
94th Military Police Company of
the Army Reserves in Manchester.
''They called me at 8 a.m. on
Monday and told me were going
to mobilize within 30 days, and
then at 3:30 p.m. they called and
told me we were leaving Monday," said Przygrodzki. "I'm
scared and still in shock."
Przygrodzki said thatthe idea
of being activated had been in the

H
Senior Jim Bailey ( courtesy photo)
part of the massive U.S. military
mobilization aimed at confronting Iraq.
Przygrodzki, a sophomore

back of his mind since Saddam
Hussein invaded Kuwait. "I kind
of figured it would happen, it's
just that it's so sudden," said

Przygrodzki.
He said that he does not know
if he is going to Saudi Arabia but
was told to "don't count on being
home on Christmas."
Przygrodzki said that the
University wants to give him a
tuition refund and "make this
semester null and void." The status
of this refund is still uncertain. "I
worked my ass off this semester,"
he said. "I want the credits."
Przygrodzki said that he
joined the Reserves as "a patriotic
duty'' and that the moneytowards
his education "was a nice benefit".
Senior Jim Bailey, a former
resident of Congreve and friend
of Przygrodzki, left for Camp
Lejeune in North Carolina Sunday after a two day stay at Camp
Edward in Cataumet, Mass. Bailey,
a Marine Reservist and member of
a mortar unit at Fort Devens, said
goodbye to more than two dozen
friendslastTuesdayinGloryDaze.
Toasting to friendship, Bailey
told his friends that even though
he is definitely leaving for at least
six months, they will still be
Bailey, a history
friends.
major from Rockland, Mass., said

that he wanted to thank UNH for
all the great friendships he has
had. "Friendships are the only
thing you keep. They are the only
thing you take to the grave," said .
Bailey.
Bailey said that he received

grades for four of his classes and
one incomplete, which he can
make up when he comes back.
According to Bailey's father,
he will probably leave within two

please see GULF, page 14

Sophomore Joe Przygrodzkl
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promise between the parking
needs of the students and faculty
and staff, UNH Executive Vice
President Gus Kinnear and Director of Environmental Safety Steve
Larson have decided to keep 150
spaces in B-lot reserved for student use, in addition to opening
the entire lot to students after 3
p.m. A new lot has also been
opened to students on Mast Road,
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letter stated that the 350 spaces in
B-lot would be changed from
commuter parking to faculty and
staff parking, effective Wednesday, November 22.
Kinnear and Larson said that
thedecisiontokeep150spotsinBlot reserved for students was made
in response to student feedback
regarding the adjustment.
The spaces reserved for stu-
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spac~s

ment" of the new parking regulations because of ambiguity until
December 3, then there will be
rigid enforcement at ~ot and all
other faculty and staff lots.
In addition to the return of
the 150 spaces, Kinnear said that
B-lot will become an open lot after
3 p.m. ''This was decided as a
matterofconvenienceforstudents
who have late classes in the build-
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The hardl ine accor ding to Barb Brugg eman

system needed some fine tuning," Brueggeman said.
What the review produced was a seven member board
- two faculty members, two staff members and three students - who are responsible for "upholding community
standards and protecting the academic mission of the
University," Brueggeman said.
The conduct boards are part of an administration, not a
criminal system, according to Brueggeman, and as a result
they have flexibility not available to people involved with
the criminal systems.
People who come before the boards are not the innocent

By Annmarie Timmins
News Reporter
A University English professor who was a member of a
University Student Conduct Board 10 years ago remembers deliberating over minor cases: discharged fire extinguishers and hot plates in dormitory rooms.
This month that same board, many years and many
changes later, expelled University student Antonio Steadman for alleged sexual and physical assault. ·
Some have criticized the board for its recent involvement in the case, saying the board took on a case that was
too serious for it to thoroughly investigate.
Senior Aubrey Cannuscio says, "A situation or incident
as serious as that shouldn't be handled by the university
because it is something that effects the whole town and
student body. It should be left to a higher body."
Although Cannuscio says he has not followed the conduct board closely, he believes the University judicial
system "does not have the resources to make a thorough
decision."
Assistant Dean for Student Affairs and person in charge
of student conduct Barbara Brueggeman disagrees and
says she is confident in the ability of her board members to
make honest and just decisions.
The University judicial system, she says, is just the place
a University problem should be handled.
"When a serious crime is committed and is being investigated, serious consideration should be given to using the
criminal system. But a University should haveanagencyto
expedite the problem quickly and pro:ect the victim," she
says.
People outside the conduct system "cannot see how
very good those boards are. I cannot say enough about the
quality of questions asked, the compassion and the responsibility to the community board members show," says
Brueggeman.
"I think our system is very thorough. That's not to say
we' re perfect but our board is willing to do the harder
things," Brueggeman says.
English Professor Lester Fisher does not remember

having to make decisions about the "harder things" when
he accepted an offer to be a member of the University
Conduct Board nearly 10 years ago.
''There were not cases when I sat on the board that
required acute deliberation," Fisher said.
Since Fisher sat on the board, however, the board has
changed dramatically, including an entire review of the
University's judicial system in 1987.
The incident that prompted the review, Brueggeman
said, was a sexual assault case in Stoke Hall involving
three men and one woman during that same year. "After
that (judicial) hearing was over, it was clear that our

Declining Black Life
_Expectan cy

AIDS Mapping, A Step
Forward ·

Gang Arrested in
Hallowee n Murder

Washington - The life expectancy for black people in the
United States has dropped considerably, continuing a four
year national decline, declared Federal health experts
Wednesday. Statistics show an increasing gap between the
life expectancy for whites and blacks. The life expectancy
for black people in 1988 was 69.2 years, and 75.6 years for
white people. Health experts said that many complex
issues are behind the expectancy differences but said that
many of the deaths were preventable through more cautious behavior and by better access to health care. Large
mortality increases have occurred among blacks in homicides, motor vehicle accidents and AIDS.

New York -An important step forward has been made by
scientists in mapping the contours of the critical gateway
through which the AIDS virus enters into white blood cells.
X-ray crystallography can now provide researchers with
highly detailed, three-dimensional portraits of CD4. A
natural component of the white blood cells, the CD4 receptor, is the gateway used by the AIDS. The CD4 receptor is
a protein found on the surface of cells that helps unite the
immune system against disease, but the AIDS virus uses
the receptor molecule to infiltrate the cells. The new work
helps restrict the search for drugs to inhibit the virus.
Researchers hope the results will help them to develop new
drugs that can decoy and inactivate the virus.

Boston- Eight members of Boston gang the Pistons were
arrested in connection to the Halloween night murder
and rape of a 26-year-old woman. The woman was
raped, beaten and stabbed 130 times, and left to die nude
in a field next the housing project that is home base for
the gang. The arrest of the black-baseball-capped gang
members was a shock to residents who knew the young
men to mostly play video games in the project's teen
center and play basketball. Los Angeles' gang violence
is reportedly five times worse than Boston, but police
said that gangs have persisted in the Boston area despite
a crackdown that began in 1988. Police reported that
Boston homicides have reached as record 133 this year.

Administ ration Reacts
to Children' s Diseases

Court Permits CNN to
Broadcas t Tapes

Official Admits
Shrinking National
Economy

The conduct system's Barb Bruggeman. ( Mike Pamham)

Washington - In reaction to recent outbreaks of childhood
diseases, including measles, Bush Administration officials
want to require children to be fully immun~ed as a condition for receiving welfare or Medicaid. Inadequate immunization has contributed to the outbreak of preventable
diseases, according to health officials. The proposed requirement would encourage poor people to immunize
their children against measles, mumps, polio, whooping
cough and other diseases. Preliminary estimates suggest
that the cost of immunizing the preschool children who are
situation got bad enough, the Federal Reserve would most · now unprotected at $55 million. Every state now requires
likely lower interest rates in order to boost the ailing that children be immunized by the time the attend school.
economy, but Greenspan ha~ not said if that was his intention.

Washington - The nation's most influential economic policy maker, Alan Greenspan, Wednesday became the first
top official to publicly admit that the nation's economy is
shrinking. Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board Greenspan told Congress that the contraction of economic activity is largely because of the Persian Gulf crisis. While many
private economists and lesser government officials have
reached similar conclusions, none have the access to the
amount of information that Greenspan has. If the economic

please see BOARD, page 16

Miami -The ban that prohibited the Cable News Network from broadcasting copies of tape-recorded conversations, between Gen. Manuel Noriega and his legal
team, was lifted Wednesday by a Federal district judge.
The tapes in question seemed to contain little information that would jeopardize Noriega' s right to a fair trial.
The former Panamanian leader's chief defense attorney
Frank A. Rubino pronounced the tapes as ''boring stuff."
Judge William M. Hoeveler declared, 'The tapes may be
published as CNN wishes to publish them." A larger, yet
unanswered, question is how the broadcast of the tapes
and the attention they have attracted will affect the drug
trafficking case against Noriega.
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Minidorms' assault sparks
safety, lighting questions
By Ed Puffer
News Reporter

University Police are still
searching for a man who allegedly
attacked a minidorm resident two
weeks ago. Theassaulthasspurred
many minidorm residents to investigate ways to make their environment safer.
UNH Police Chief Roger
Beaudoin said the woman, who
was assaulted at 11:45 p.m. on Nov.
15, was going from one minidorm
to another when a male figure who
was hidden in a wooded area
jumped out at her and struck her
in the face with a blunt object.
The woman said she was
sixfeetawayfromadoorwhenthe
incident occurred. She said that if
the area had been better lit, the
incident would never have happened because she would have
seen the man sooner.
The perpetrator immediately fled the scene, and the woman
said that she was unable to get a
good view of his face at any time
during the attack. ''The blow
knocked me down," she said. "I

never saw the person."
Beaudoin said that since
the woman could not describe the
attacker, the police have little information to go on. "I'm not criticizing the woman," he said. "She
was startled and only had time to
react."
Beaudoin said that the
police are looking into a report
that an unknown male was in the
woman's residence hall and was
looking for her shortly before the
incident occurred.
Minidorm residents
have taken action since the incident to protect themselves and
their friends, and many say that
the administration should take a
more active role in making the
campus a safer place.
University Police Chief
Roger Beaudoin Beaudoin said
that many people at UNH do not
concern themselves with personal
safety. "People let down their
guard here," he said. "They think,
'This is UNH. There's magic here.
Nothing's going to happen.'" He
said that people become more
aware of personal safety as a re-

sult of this sort of incident.
According to Annie Brabazon, the coordinator of special
interest housing, minidonn residents have been willing to accept
small changes in order to improve
their safety. "Residents are being
encouraged to walk in well-lit
areas in the minis and not prop
doors open," she said.
"I don't think people
(minidonn residents) have been
frightened," Brabazon said. "I
think that they have become more
sensible about their personal
safety."
Several minidorm residents commented that many pathways around the minidorms are
poorly lit at night and there should
be more lighting. One resident
said, "You can barely see the
ground, let alone anything else."
"It should be on the top
of Steve Larson's priority list,"
another resident said, referring to
the director of environmental
safety. "President Nitzschke has
promised the University a safer
campus by the end of the semesplease see SAFETY, page 16

An angry and motivated student senate plans their attack. ( Blaisse Masse photo)

Student Senate drafts demands,
.plans protests of admin. moves
By Ken Rivard
News Reporter
In response to recent criticism,
the Student Senate Tuesday night
decided it was time to change its
image, as senators voted unanimously to send a list of grievances
and demands to the USNH Board
of Trustees concerning the UNH
administration's violation of
student's rights.
Only 47 of the senate's 70
members were present at the
meeting. The list of grievances and
demands was not put into any
specific order because Student
Body President Brian McCabe said
the senate does not want to "appease the students" by passing the
one or two grievances that the administration thought were most
important. While a list' of grievances was sent to the administration, there will also be a protest in

front of Thompson Hall next Tuesday from 12:30 p.m. to 2 p.m. to
make the demands known.
''You're the most powerful
student organization here, you can
create change," said Students of
America and the World member
Bill Mautz at the meeting.
"People are concerned about
it," he said. "I'm concerned about
it. I'm one of your constituents
and ifl can't go to Governor Gregg
and ask him for something, I sure
as hell better be able to go to you
and ask for something," said
Mautz. ·
"I'm asking you to get involved, get more active. Take a
chance. It's what's going to make
a difference and as one of your
constituents I ask that and I demand it," he added.
Student Life chairperson Kim
Varney agreed that in the past,

senate has "been pretty lame," but
said it is important "we don't sit
hereandargueoverwhywedidn't
do it, because now we have to do
it and we have to cooperate."
The protest is for the students,
Varney said. She also brought up
the importance of making sure the
student body makes a strong show
of support in order to prove they
care and so that senate "doesn't
look like a bunch of idiots."
The meeting was called and
the grievances and demands voted
on as a :i:-esult of a meeting senate
had with UNH President Dale
Nitzschke and UNH Executive
Vice-President Gus Kinnear on

Wednesday, Nov. 21, concerning
the new parking policy in parking
lot B, adjacent to McConnell Hall.
This new policy reduced the
please see PROTEST, page 12
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Robberies lead to new music ban, closed doors
WUNH loses $500-600 of records, tapes, CD's; no evidence of break-in in latest heist
By Pete Welburn and Joe Caron
News Reporters

As turkey, mashed potatoes, and peas were disappearing from plates over Thanksgiving break, new records,
tapes .and compact discs were vanishing from WUNH's
music _library.
''This is not the first time this has happened," said Marc
Simony, WUNH's musical director. "It has been ongoing."
In response to the latest theft, on Sunday, Simony
removed all new music- which includes any recordings
released within the last two months- from the station's
collection.
Approximately $30 worth of recordings were stolen in
the latest theft, but executives at the station said somewhere
between $500 and $600 worth of music has left the WUNH
record stacks without explanation over the past year.
"It's not just records. It's CDs. It's everything," said
Simony. According to him, nothing in the station is safe.
Program director Kerin Mohney said even blank tapes
are being taken simply as a product to dub music onto. She
has the job of reviewing DJs' on-air quality, so she receives
tapes of their shows. When she puts these "airchecks" back
into their mailboxes, "poof", the DJs never see them again.
WUNH has a closed-door policy, meaning that only
members of the station's staff are allowed within. Simony
feels it is probable that the thief or thieves are WUNH' s
affiliates.
"We're locking the doors because I don't want anyone
in here who's not a station member," said Simony.
According to Simony, much of the stolen music is
difficult if not impossible to replace.
Simony's decision, which was backed by the WUNH's
executive board, has already had a big impact on the station's
programming.
"Normally, we play 60-70 percent new music, " said
Matt Gross, a WlJNH disc jockey. "We don't have it right
now."
Gross was not exactly sure what he was going to tell
listeners when they called in to request new songs.
Simony did not reveal how long the music would
remain off the shelves, but Mohney expected the recordings

Argentina and Brazil
Renounce Weapons
Buenos Aires - The presidents of Brazil and Argentina
renounced the manufacture of nuclear weapons Wednesday, working towards solving a dispute with the
United States, just days before President Bush arrives for
a visit. President Fernando Collor de Mello of Brazil and
President Carlos Saul Menem of Argentina promised, at
meeting on their border, that their nuclear potential
would be used for "exclusively peaceful ends." The
presidents signed an accord to open negotiations with
the International Atomic Energy Agency to establish a
system of international safeguards and inspections. The
nations plan to begin inspection of each other's nuclear
installation~ within 45 days.

Liberian Factions
Cease-Fire
Bamako, Mali - Liberia's main warring factions agreed

Wednesday to an immediate cease-fire, ending their
yearlong civil war. All-night talks between the remnants
of the late President Samuel K. Doe's army, two rebel
factions and· a five-nation West African peace-keeping
force resulted in the signing of the accord. Negotiators
· are skeptic about the end of a war that has taken tens of
thousands of lives. The details of the agreement have yet
to be worked out, but a statement confirmed that the fivenation peacekeeping force. that entered Liberia four
months ago would remain.

to the off the air for about a week.
Simony has considered reporting the thefts to the
police, but said that he was going to try to solve the
problem internally first. Removing the new music was
Simony's way of showing
the members of the broadcast team its value, and he
wants everyone at the station to be more aware.
"Everyone will experience the pain and hopefully look out for stuff,"
Simony said.
All of WUNH's records, tapes, and CDs are
marked on the case and
the recording itself with
WUNH
printed or
scratched onto it.
"I think it's unfair to
the listening audience,"
Mohney said. "But we
have been having a lot of
problems with theft."
WUNH receives 8.7
percent of the Student Activity Fee. That translates
into $47,000. That money
sustains the equipment,
pays some of the executive
positions, generally runs
the station, and buys new
music.
Simony said the promotional music which the
record companies send
free is largely inferior. "The
good stuff we have to buy.
And the good stuff gets
taken," he said.
.
Neither Simony nor

Mohney knows if the MUB insurance policy covers the
loss. They suspect not. Though Public Saf~y has been told
to keep a closer watch on the station, Simony thinks the
damage cannot be undone.
·

Indian Army Fights
Rebels

Britain's New Prime
Minister

New Delhi- Prime Minister Chandra Sh~khar, in his first
decisive strike during his eighteen days in office, ordered
the Indian Army to begin a crackdown against the United
Liberation Front of Assam and oust the state's government. Under a new law that gives soldiers special powers, New Dehli authorized armed forces to capture,
interrogate, search and shoot to Kill suspected terrorists.
''These fellows are really going to get it in the neck," said
a top Indian government official. ''They've been getting
away all these months with murder, extortion and worse."

London - John Major succeeded Margaret Thatcher as
Prime Minister of Britain on Wednesday. Prime Minister Major rose to the top of Britain's political structure
the way Thatcher said that everyone should, by hard
work and application. Major began his party leadership
by pledging to build on Thatcher's achievements, rearranging Cabinet and by abandoning Thatcher's style.
Looking to the near future, Major said, "We have in front
of us the building and development of an entirely new
Europe, a building and development in which this country will play a full and leading role."

World Conservation
Conference Paints
Grim Picture

Saudi Arabia's Tough
Stand Against Iraq

Perth, Australia - The world conservation conference

announced on its first day of meeting that 1,200 wildlife
species would be killed off by greedy nations and human
population growth during its eight day meeting. The
conference, generally known as the World Conservation
Union, includes groups from 60 nations. Prince Phillip of
Britain said the world's population is expected to double
to 10 billion in the next 30 years, and it is this growing
population that is l~gely to blame for past and future
extinctions. ''The extinction is over 150 species a day,"
said deputy director of the United Nations Environment
Program, William Mansfield. "Biological diversity faces
the worst stage of mass extinction rn 65 million years/' he
said.
·

Riyadh, Saudi Arabia - The King of Saudi Arabia appeared to take the stroi::igest stance yet against the Iraqi
occupation of Kuwait, warning that if Saddam Hussein
does not withdrawfrom Kuwait, it will ''be a tragedy for
Iraq." Saudi offidals declared that if fighting began, the
freeing of Kuwait would not be the only major objective,
but also the destruction of Iraq's chemical, nuclear and
biological weapons capacity. King Fahd dismissed Iraqi
appeals for negotiations on terms of withdrawal from
Kuwait. "Negotiations on what?" he asked. "To compensate the aggressor? I don't.think anybody will even
consider it."
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''Hell no, don't you go":
Peace Vigil protes ts war
By Winifred Walsh
Staff Reporter
Signs reading "Diplomacy
Not Deployment" and "Do we
want our sons sent home in bodybags (gift wrapped for Christmas)
all for cheap oil?" set the tone for
last Wednesday's Peace Vigil on
the lawn of Thompson Hall.
The vigil drew a crowd of
approximately 100 people and
speakers,.included UNH professors, students, local activists, singers and members of Dover Veterans for Peace.
"We are what you consider
the heroes. We laid our lives on
the line. We believe that when
our foreign policy doesn't represent the people we need to speak
up," said Ian Walker, a Dover
Veterans for Peace member.
"It's your responsibility. You
can do something. As a veteran I
did my part; now it's your turn,"
said Walker, who added that
writing letters to congress members is a good way to start.
UNH English professor Michael Ferber said, '1've been struck
by the statements of government
officials. They seem to lack an
imaginative grasp of what this war
means. We could lose 30,000
people in a few weeks, half of the
total we lost in Vietnam."
Robert O'Kane, a veteran of
World War II, said the motives in
the possible war with Iraq are
unchanging from previous wars
and'the government is being much
more persuasive with propaganda.
- O'Kane said the motivating
factors involved in war include
imperialism, greed, nationalism,

super-patriotism and militarism.
''There's a pattern here you
can see if you look at other great
wars. When the economy and
education are bad, what do the
people in Washington do? Start a
war," said another World War II
veteran at the vigil.
"Public opinion polls have
been dropping. Bush admits the
purpose is no longer defensive
but offensive. Something is beginning to click in people's
minds," said Ferber.
Dale Barkey, a UNH chemical engineering professor, said
that the impending war is not over
the price of oil or about aggression.
"The last time Saddam
launched.a war in 1980noonedid
anything about it. What's the
purpose? It's pretty clear it's a
power play," said Barkey.
Penny Morrow, an organizer
of the vigil, said that President
Bush is trying to wage war against
Iraq without essential permission
from Congress.
Barkey said that the U.S. is
not free to take military action
because the United Nations is
involved, but the U.S. has already
sent a military formation despite
this.
''The fact that we think we' re
going to punish Saddam is wrong.
The war will punish 18-year-old
Iraqis and also punish our own
young," said Ferber.
"If people tell you the Middle
East is too complicated to understand, ask them about it. Don't
leave things to the 'experts'," said
Kathy Wolf, a speaker at the vigil.
''Think a lot about what

they're not asking when you read
the paper. Questions are not
being asked by the national
media; the media is too concerned with what will sell," said
Wolf.
Alan Fusen, a UNH student,
said, '1 talked to a friend from
home and I found out 20 of my
friends I went to school with are
in Saudi Arabia. I was also told
that 100,000 caskets are on order
for the U.S. Government."
"While we' re here talking
about stopping deployment we
must not forget the people who
are already there," said Leona
Cunning, a UNH student.
Cunning also said there are
many people, both liberal and
conservative, whoareagainstthe
war.
Elizabeth Hageman, a UNH
English professor, read a Japanese poem about not speaking
out in time to stop a war and the
horrors which can result.
Halek Lefferts, a folk singer,
sang a song about two Indian
nations that realized they were
going to destroy themselves if
they did not stop fighting.
Singer Susie Burke sang a
song about seeking commonalities instead of differences called
"Reach Across the Border''.
Morrow, in closing, said
that we must become interconnected and keep a vision of peace
in mind.
The vigil was co-sponsored
by the women's studies program,
Veterans for Peace, the UNH
Commission on the Status of
Women and SCAR (Students
Concerned About Rape).

Phi Kappa Theta nabbe d in
Maine sign-s wipin g caper
Kappa Theta, said this incident plead not guilty. If found guilty
had nothing to do with initiation. each of them could receive a
"We don't condone stealing," he maximum of $3,000 fine or three
said.
years in jail, he added. The four
Vezi,n afelttheFoster's article probably will not get a jail senwas misleading in that it stated, tence but probably will "get a
"According to hefty fine," he said.
police; the thefts
According to Foster's, Kittery
were part of a PatrolOfficerCharlesD enaultsaw
"According to police, the thefts
UNH fraternity the car that the four were in travwere part of a UNH fraternity
initiation."
eling south on Route 1. He pulled
Vezina stressed the car over after he reportedly
initiation."
thethefthadnoth- saw it traveling at an excessive
Fosters Daily Democrat
ing to do with the rate of speed at about 4:50 AM.
fraternity.
When Denault approached
them in possession of stolen signs
He
said
that
there
was
"no
thecar,hesawonesign
ontheroof
from York's Wild Kingdom.
According to an article in the excuse" for the actions of the four of the car and two signs in the back
the Nov. 26th edition of Foster's arrested and "to pull us(PhiKappa of the car, stated the Foster's artide.
Daily Democrat, Joseph B. Russo, Theta) into it was wrong."
Sometime
before
break,
the
The owner of York's Wild
Jonathan C. Phelps, Timothy M.
Mc Duffee and Brenden J. Frigault four members will be brought Kingdom and York patrol officer
were charged with receiving sto- before Phi Kappa Theta's judicial
len property by the Kittery Police board to receive punishDepartment.
"There was no excuse for the actions
The article also stated that ment, said
York Police charged the four with Vezina.
of the four arrested and to pull us
theft by unauthorized taking and
(Phi Kappa Theta) into it was wrong."
McDuffeesaid
criminal trespass.
that
he
and
the
Phi Kappa Theta pledge Tim
Marc Vezina, president of Phi Kappa Theta
McDuffee said the four are sched- other three
uled to appear in York District arrested felt
Court on Jan. 3 for theft and crimi- like "we were entrapped."The Thomas Barron confirmed thatthe
nal trespassing and on Jan 8 for police searched the car improp- signs worth $400 had been taken
erly, he said.
from the amusement park, the
receiving stolen property.
He
said
that
he
and
possibly
article
said.
Marc Vezina, president of Phi
the other three arrested would

By Pamela Nealey
News Reporter
Four UNH members of the
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity were
arrested last Wednesday when
Kittery Police allegedly found
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CALENDAR~ov
Upcoming UNH Events

30-4

Friday, Novembe r 30
Exhibit - "Names Project Quilt," in ob~rvance of World AIDS day;
portions of The Quilt will be on display. Strafford Room, MUB,
9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Holiday Crafts Fair - 50 New England artisans will sell and exhibit
their wares. Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Film - "Common Threads," about the Names Project Quilt. Carroll/
Belknap Room, MUB, 2-4 p.m.
Showcase Presentation - Opera. Hennessy Theater, PCAC, 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, December 1
Indoor Track - Alumni Open. Field House, noon.
Swimming Men's & Women's - vs. Holy Cross. Field House, 1 p.m.
Women's Ice Hockey-vs. Cornell. Snively Arena, 1 p.m.
Men's Ice Hockey - vs. Merrimack. Snively Arena, 7 p.m.
New Hampshire Notables Concert - Johnson Theater, 8 p.m. Tickets
available at MUB Ticket Office and at door. Students/seniors $4,
general $6.
Dance - Fairchild 2nd Annual Winter Wonderland Ball. Strafford
Room, MUB, 8:30 to 11:30 p.m., $6 each.

Sunday, December 2
MUSO Film - ''Torrents of Spring." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 9:30
p.m., students $1, general $2.
UNH Jazz Band- Dave Seiler, directing. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., free.

Monday, Decembe r 3
Spanish Film - "Reed: Insurgent Mexico." Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 4 p.m., $1
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.

Celebrity Series - Benjamin Pasternak, piano. Johnson Theater, 8
p.m., Tickets at MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290 and at door.

-Tuesday, December 4
Bayer-Mobay Lecture- "Synthesis and Properties of Quasi-Aromatic
Inorganic Ring Systems," Dr. Phillip P. Power, University of California. lddles Auditorium, Parsons Hall, 11 a.m.
Student Recital #4 - Bratton Recital Hall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m.
Blood Drive - Granite State Room, MUB, noon to 5 p.m.
Men's swimming -vs. Tufts. Field Hous, 4 p.m.
Spanish Film - "Reed: Insurgent Mexico," Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
Men's Basketball -vs. UMass. Field House, 7:30 p.m.

To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office,
Room 322 for forms and details.
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Tell me ·a joke!!!!!

Emily Goodnow
Chemical Engineer
Senior

Carter Ancona .
History
Junior

"Why did the chicken cross the road?
To get his drum sticks."

"UNH's solution to the parking
problem."

Jordan Kelly
Pedagogy
Senior

"What do you call spilled beer on the
stove?
Foam on the range."
Kristen O'Connell
Communication
Senior

Ramond Will /
Political Science
Sophomore
"How many John Sununu's does it
take to screw in a light bulb?
Two, one to screw it in; the other to
shoot him and take the credit."

"What did the bag of chips say to the
package of batteries?
I'm Frito Lay if you're Eveready."

"Knock knock"
"Who's there?"
"Who who"
"Fred, we've got an owl out here."
Sue Hasson
Political Science
Senior
Janet Constantin
Computer Science
Senior

Nadya Bagdasaran
Psychology
Junior

''Why did the•&%"'$#@# go to the
o/c,A&ltA&;Ao/c,?
Because she•&"'%@#!!!
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G ov er no r G re gg wi ll
vi sit UN H in Ja nu ar y
USN H bud get look s to be hot topi c
By Michael Clark
News Reporter
For the first time in his political career, Governo r Judd Gregg
will be speaking to students at the
Universi ty of New Hampsh ire
next January.
The Students of America and
the World (SAW), who are organizing the event, said that the governor had declined to visit on
December 11, butchos etovisitt he
campus the following month, at a
date to be discusse d later.
SAW 's Maureen Farrington,
who spoke with the governo r's
secretary last Wednesd ay, said
that "this is a positive step in
opening up positive lines of communication between the University and the governor."
Student Body President Brian
McCabe said that he hoped the
governo r visits UNH before he
presents his budget to the state
legislature, so that student opinion can be voiced.
McCabe said that the University System of New Hampsh ire
has requested a 23 percent increase
for this year's budget, but right
now, the governo r is planni_ng for
a 10 percent decrease from last
year.
''The 33 percent differenc e
would have to be covered with a
rise in tuition, which is unrealistic
at this point, or with more cutbacks within the University System," he said.
"It is importan t that the governor visits UNH before the state
budget is presente d, so that he

"It is impo rtant that the gover nor visits UNH
before the state budg et is prese nted, so that he
realizes the impor tance of the 33 perce nt increase being reque sted,"
-Stude nt Body Presid ent Brian McCabe
realizes the importan ce of the 33
percent increase being requested,"
he said.
Governo r Gregg was unavailable for commen t.
McCabe said that the Student
Senate is planning to send a resolution to Gregg to emphasi ze the
importan ce of a visit.
Bill Mautz of SAW said that
whether the governo r comes before or after the state budget presentation is not as importan t as
getting him to make a visit.
Mark Fischler, also of SAW,
said that students alone could not
change the budget, even if the
governo r visits before the presentation date.
"He knows he will have to
answer to us, regardle ss of when
he comes," Mautz said.
Farringt on said that Gregg
needs to have a positive image of
the University, in order to increase
commun ication with the statehouse.
She also said that SAW is
planning to submit another petition to the governor, probably next
week.
"We're shooting for 6,000 to

8,000 signatures, but we need more
student help and involvem ent.
Right now there are only three or
four people actively getting signatures," Farringt on said.
''We've been standing outside
building s, going to dining halls
and the library for signatur es, but
we need more to make this a strong
request to the governo r," Mautz
said.
The format of the visit would
include a conference either in the
Strafford or Granite State room of
the MUB, where Gregg would
answer question s from the student body.
To avoid a "govern or bashing," Mautz said that question s
could be submitte d to collection
boxes in the dining halls or the
MUB. Gregg could then read the
question s and answer them later
during the conference.
Fischler said that in addition
to students ' interests, he would
like to see faculty input on the
event, either with signing the petitions or writing question s for
Gregg to answer.
Farringt on said, "We're all
very excited with the visit. It is
somethin g that needs to be done."

Str aff ord Pla ce ret ur ns
sec ur ity de po sit s to ten an ts

By Tim Ouellett e

Last week, George Walsh, the
News Reporter
new executiv e manager of StrafAs a result of almost 50 law ford Place, and students with
suits, an apartme nt house on complai nts against the developcam pus has agreed to return last ment held a meeting at the MUB
year's damage deposits to stu- mediate d byattorn eyTom Dwyer.
dents.
According to Dwyer, everyLast year, because Strafford one who showed up was able to
Place failed to pay back student reach a settleme nt with Strafford
damage deposits, many students Place. Strafford Place admitted it
took Strafford Place to court. When was not sticking by its original
Strafford Place made offers of allegatio ns and agreed that it was
repayment, many students did not in the wrong.
accept because of argumen ts over
Original ly; because of the
the nature of the common dam- number of complain ts involved ,
ages and the types of personal Dwyer had expected to choose one
damages taken out of the returned case that could not be settled, take
deposits.
it to court, and use the judge's

Jeff Coughlin, a studen t who settled, said during the
meetings the studen ts were given a list of damag es
and could pick out what they though t were the legitimate charges.

"The stude nt then made an offer, and Strafford Place seeme d to want to settle as easily as
possible."
- Jeff Cough lin

ruling as a preceden t for the rest of
the complaints. Because everyon e
who came last week settled,
though, Dwyer said "I don't know
if there is a need for it."
Jeff Coughlin , a student who
settled, said during the meetings
the students were given a list of
damages and could pick out what
they thought were the legitima te
charges. ''The student then made
an offer, and Straffor d Place
seemed to want to settle as easily
as possible."
"Strafford Place indicated to
me that if the other students still
have complai nts, they can just
contact Strafford Place," Dwyer
said. He said there were still 30 or
more outstand ing claims to be
dealt with.
Dwyer stressed that the meetings went well and that Strafford
Place seemed to be willing to settle
in good faith. ''There was no pressure play in the meetings ."
Dwyer' s presenc e at the
meetings was not as an official
represen tative. He said, "I- was
there to mediate and answer questions so that the students understood what was going on."
George Walsh was not available for commen t.
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N O T IC E Sf
GENERAL
FRENCH TABLE: Sponsor ed by Dept. of French and Italian. Bring
lunch, beverage s available. Monday s, Rm. 102, Murklan d, noon-1
p.m.
SLIDE PRESENTATION: Guest Lecture - Leo Axtin (N.H. Seacoast Cruises), owner/ operator of local whale watch vessel to
speak to Strandin g Team. Member s please attend. Monday ,
Decemb er 3, MUB, 5:30 p.m.

HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education
and held in Health Services:
MASSAGE: Monday , Decemb er 3, Congrev e Hall, 7 p.m.
ABUSIVE RELATIONSHIPS: Monday , Decemb er 3, Fairchild
Hall, 8:30 p.m.
LESBIAN SUPPOR T GROUP: Monday s, Room #222, 6:30-7:30
p.m.
OVEREATERS ANONY MOUS: Tuesday s, Resource Room #249,
12-1 p.m.
HIV/AID S TESTIN G & COUNSELING: Anonym ous and confidential. Call x3823 for an appointm ent.
AL-ANO N MEETINGS: Monday s, Room #222, noon-1 p.m.
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to those "who have a_
desire to stop drinking ." Monday -Friday, Room #201A, noon-1
p.m.
FACULTY/STAFF SUPPORT GROUP FOR LESBIANS, GAY
MEN & BISEXUALS: Informat ion: Health Educatio n 862-3823.
Tuesday s, Room #249, 4:30-5:30 p.m.

MEETINGS
ANIMA L SCIENCE CLUB MEETING: Mandato ry for all members to choose committ ees for the Little Royal. Thursda y, Decemb er
6, Rm. 212, Kendall, 8 p.m.
UNH CHESS CLUB MEETING: Meets every Wednesd ay; Hanover Room, MUB, 6-9 p.m.
WORSHIP AND FELLOWSHIP: Meeting with friends for prayer
and fun. Sunday, December 2, Waysmeet, Protestant Student Center,
7p.m.

To submit information, stop in the MUB Administration
Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines

The New Hampshir~
UNH's Student Newspaper

Look
for
usl!
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Phi Kappa Sigma lands national charter,
denied University recognition... for now
By Colleen Murphy
News Reporter
The ''half-hearted" idea to
form their own fraternity, thrown
around by a few guys on the first
floor of Williamson last year, became a reality on November 17
when Phf Kappa Sigma was
granted a charter by their national
fraternity.
However, the fraternity is
yet to be recognized as a part of the
University Greek system. According to Phi Kappa Sigma's Erik
DeGregario, that is their next goal.
The moratorium, authorized by J. Gregg Sanborn, dean of
student affairs, puts a freeze on
expansionoftheUniversity'sGreek
system. Though the fraternity is
not a part of the Greek system, it is
a recognized student organization.
According to Director of
Student Activities Ann Lawing, the
UNH Greek system has major
problems which must be addressed
before the University can consider
taking on any new fraternities or
sororities.
"The Greek system experienced explosive growth in the 70' s
and 80's and I believe we are now
seeing the growing pains of that
expansion. We need to better
manage what we already have
before we can expand."
Carmen Buford, associate
dean for student affairs, said that
the University must first make sure
that the 11-point statement issued
by Dean Sanborn in September is
being adhered to by the Greeks.
She added that the University
wants to see the newly formed
Greek Development Committee get
underway before it will consider
recognizing Phi Kappa Sigma as a
part of the University Greek system.
Dean Sanborn could not
be reached for comment on the
fraternity's situation.
When asked how long the
moratorium would remain in ef-

feet for, Buford said, ''There will
bea review sometime during 1991
and some decisions will be made
then. It is conceivable that, at the
earliest, the University could
consider recognizing Phi Kappa
Sigma the next academic school
year."
Lawing said that whenever a fraternity or sorority is
considered for recognition "it has
to prove it can contribute positively to the Greek system and to
campus life."
Toe· Phi Kappa Sigma
brothers first set out to obtain a
national charter for their undesignated group close to a year
ago on November 13, 1989. They
chose Phi Kappa Sigma because
of its reputation as a fraternity
that strictly enforced a non-hazing policy, and promoted both
scholarship and philanthropy,
said DeGregario.
The three founding fat hers - Scott Spofford, the
fraternity's first president, Brian
Jackson and Vernon Lennon originated the idea to form a new
fraternity on campus last October. All three lived in Williamson
last year.
DeGregario said,"All of
the guys on the floor had developed such strong ties that they
didn't want to see it end. They
wanted it to continue at another
level. We were all naive at the
beginning to see how far the idea
would go."
The University was
wary of the group laying down
the foundations for a new fraternity during the moratorium, according to DeGregario.
Last November, the nationalchapterof PhiKappa Sigma
annexed the group as a colony of
its fraternity. They held their first
pledge last spring and gained fifteen brothers in addition to the
founding members of the colony,
according to DeGregario. This

semester's pledge class has twelve
members.
The fraternity has attracted pledges mainly from Area
III. DeGregario said that this is
because Phi Kappa Sigma was
founded there, which helped the
word of the new fraternity spread
more quickly there, as opposed to
the rest of the campus.
The brothers filed a petition to be chartered by their national fraternity last May. One of
the founding fathers, Spofford said
two weeks ago "the dream became a reality."
51 men were initiated
into Phi Kappa Sigma in a ceremonyattended by representatives
of the national fraternity and
guests from fellow chapters across
the country, said DeGregario.
"I thought the morale of
the fraternity was really high when
our first pledge class was completed, butitjustdoesn'tcompare
with how we felt when we were
chartered nationally," said Spofford.
The fraternity does not
own a house on campus. It holds
its organizational meetings in the
MUB, said DeGregario.
He said that they do have
plans to get a house, but are waiting for money and the right location.
"I think people will take
us more seriously once we get a
house on campus. It will make a
huge difference," said DeGregario.
According to Spofford,
a house would hel pthe fraternity's
rush go smoother.
Since its inception, Phi
Kappa Sigma has been actively
involved in philanthropic endeavors such as Red Cross Blood
drives, New Hampshire Special
Olympics, PAVE, New Heights of
Portsmouth and the Little People's
Center of Durham, said DeGregario. He added that volunteer-

STRAFFORD PLACE
Studio Rooms and Suites. All rooms with
kitchenettes.
Call

868-2192--- for

information ... Monday-Friday

ing time to help others is a pledge
requirement.
"We have been working
with the Campus Activities Board
(CAB) in organizing events such
as last year's Winter Carnival
Snow Volleyball Tournament.
While still unrecognized as a fra-

-..

please see Phi Kap, page 9
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ternity on campus, we will continue to work with the CAB and
the new directors of student activities to show our commitment
to the University community," said
DeGregario.
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Now Hiring·
PC Connection, Inc., named by Inc. magazine as the
second fastest growing private company in the U.S.,
currently has openings in our non-commissioned sales
department. Come lear!l more about our training
program by scheduling an employment screening at our
headquarters in Marlow, NH. We could be just the
company you're looking for.
We offer competitive wages and a benefits package that
includes:

• Health Insurance
• Life Insurance
• Short-term Disability Insurance
• Delta Dental Plan
• Profit Sharing/401K Plan
• 10 Paid Holidays
• 6 Paid Sick Days
• 10 Paid Vacation Days
• One Paid Eye Exam Per Year
• Free Studded Snow Tires
• Tuition Reimbursement
• Fitness Reimbursement
• Property Tax Reimbursement
• Paid Bereavement Leave
If you're interested in working in a challenging, smokefree environment, contact our Personnel Department at:

PC Connection, Inc.
6Mill Street
MarloW; NH 03456
603446-3383
An equal opportunity employer
*Brochures and company information are available

at the placement office.
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Phi Kap, from page 8

January 2 • 18, 1991
Weekdays 9:00 am • 12 noon
Earn transfer credits towards your degree.
Whiie other people are wasting their holiday
break this winter, worrying about their future,
you can be doing something positive about yours.

"We're ready to become
Greek now. We're ready to work
with other houses. We've done
what we had to prove ourselves to
the University," he said.
DeGregario said that
Dean Sanborn seemed impressed
by the fraternity at a meeting they
had a couple of weeks ago, and
added thatafterthemeetingthings
look positive.

DeGregario said, 'We're
going to make ourthmst and push
strong now. There's no way they
can get rid of Phi Kappa Sigma."
When asked if becoming a part of the University Greek
system is essential survival of Phi
Kappa Sigma at UNH, Spofford
said, ''It would be good to intervene with other greek
organizations.. .lt would be nice,

but it's not essential."
A member of this
semester's pledge class, Steve
Wudyka said, "It would be a plus
(to be recognized), but if we weren't
then it would not be a negative
necessarily, because we are doing
fine as we are."
DeGregario said, "I can't
see what we have dying because of
not being recognized as Greek, but
it would make things a lot easier."

For the first time, the University of Lowell is
offering an intensive, 3-week Winter Intersession. Choose from a range of credit and noncredit courses that can accelerate your degree
program, or prepare you for the highly competitive
marketplace.

50 Main St.
Durham
868-2240

Credit courses: Arts and Sciences, Engineering Technology, Computers, Management, Music.

MORE

Non-credit courses: Workshops in career
development, job search techniques, selfassessment and Lotus 1-2-3.
Cost: An affordable $85.00 per credit.
Call 934-2480 for a Winter Intersession
Bulletin and registration form, or fill out the
coupon below. University of Lowell, Division of
Continuing Education, Winter Intersession, One
University Avenue, Lowell, MA 01854.

OUTLET
Durham's new off-price Fashion Store, featuring "HARi all cotton
DRESSES, SPORTSWEAR, ACCESSORIES, HOSIERY, and more!

11 University of Lowell
~ Continuing Education

Come in and register to win a $100 Gift Certificate. No purchase
necessary. Drawing will be held December 19th.

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __L-\

i--- RB ~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Clty: _ _ _ _.State:_Zlp:

Phone: (

) _ _ _ _ _ __

College: _ _ _ _ _ _ __

r---- ------ --,
10°/o OFF

UPS Pickup Point I
Save a trip to Dover! Leave
your pre-packed packages
at
r.·~

COTTONt ·~J MORE

ANY NON-SALE ITEM
WITH THIS COUPON
.._

.:=:::ir

COTl'ON(j
} MORE __ .
_____
_____
ourur

OUTlfT

Support your local merchants - Shop Durham!

SafeRide s says ...

38 Main St.,
Durham NH
1

• JP s JUMBO Subs &
Sandw iches
• Fresh Seafoo d
• Salads & More
• Daily Homem ade
Specia ls

Free Deli very
11 am - close
Saturday & Sunday

868-7449

If You Boo ze
Whe n You Crui se,
You're Bou nd
To Lose .
Don't drive intoxicate d or ride with a
driver who is.
Call us at 862-1414 .
Serving Durham, Dover, Madbury, Lee,
Newmark et, Newingto n, and Portsmou th.
Thursday s, Fridays, and Saturdays .
10:00 pm - 2:00 am.
To volunteer call 862-1414, 9-5 weekdays .

SafeRides
862-1414
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PARK, from page 1
Larson said that the new
Mast Road lot is now open to students as well. "The shuttle is crucial to making the system work,
and we are working to improve
it," said Larson. Commuters who
park in the Mast Road lot will have
two opportunities to catch the
shuttle to campus locations every
10 minutes. ''The shuttles are
operatingontightlOminuteloops,
some of the faculty and staff are
using it (Mast lot) because the
system is working-the numbers
are up," said Larson. He added
that anyone with a valid permit
can park in the Mast Road lot.
The Mast Road lot is a
compressed gravel lot, which is as
hard as pavement, said Larson.
Kinnear added that they are hesitant to convert any more of the
University over to asphalt, and the
lot can be plowed so it should not
be a problem in the winter.
Kinnear said any students who use the Mast Road lot
and need to get to the Child Development Center can ask the shuttle
driver to take them there, which
will only add about a minute to the
shuttle's route.
According to Kinnear,
the decision to convert B-lot from
a student lot to a faculty/ staff only
lot was a result of eight University
chairpersons writing President

From Student-Senate

Attend T-Hall
Protest
On Tuesday, December 4 at 12:30, we are
calling all students to join forces and protest at
T-Hall.
We need you all! You are all affected by
the decisions made by the Administration and
guess what? Most of the decisions are made
without student input. Dean Sanborn's II point
plan for the Greek system; the "new enforcement" of the alcohol policy;the creation of the
Academic Plan; the B-Lot -the list is growing. It_
is time. The students DEMAND that the Administration take us seriously and LISTEN to
us.
If you are GREEK, if you live in a RESIDENCE HALL and if you DRIVE to campus
you are affected by all of these decisions. You
pay thousands of dollars for yoµr educationyou must take a stand and be HEARD. You
must demand that your concerns be taken seriously by the Administration.
PLEASE- Be at T-Hall lawn on Tuesday.
Come and show the Administration you won't
take this injustice lying down. Getup and FIGHT
for your rights. For more info call the Student
Senate Office-862-1494.

Nitzschke claiming that some
faculty members were having
trouble making it to classes on
time and keeping their regular
office hours because of the lack of
available parking. ''These complaints were the main reason for
the dramatic action (B-lot conversion), which was taken rather
precipitously," said Kinnear. The
faculty and staff are supposed to
have parking priority over students under the guidelines of the
University parking plan, said
Kinnear.
"In order to have a
quality university we need quality faculty and staff members that
are well motivated," said Kinnear. '1f a degree from this university is going to be meaningful,
we need to focus first on the faculty and staff."
''There is a necessary
parking plan here, which the
Parent's Organization has endorsed very strongly," said Kinnear. "Students need to decide if
they want to place a higher value
on convenient parking or on a
qualityuniversity. Wearetrying
to address everyone's needs without taking away from somebody
else."
Both Kinnear and Larson feel the efforts that have been
made so far to compensate for

~--.-.................................

the reduction of student parking
in B-lot will be an effective compromise.
Larson said that the current parking system appears to be
working. According to Lars'on,
once the parking plan was put
into effect there have been between
30 and 50 available spaces in A-lot
throughout the day.
Students are not quite as
confident that the new plan is
working.
A student who commutes
to campus from Lee felt that the
new plan is "ridiculous." She said
that there is only one bus to Lee,
which she can't take, so she has to
drive. She feels that the faculty
and staff have enough parking and
that the Mast Road lot is not an
acceptable alternative to B-lot.
Senior John Dunphy,
who commutes from Dover, said,
"I think that teachers should get
good spots but not all of them.
There is no central lot for students
on campus. Mast Road is a ridiculous option- no one is going to
park there."
''They should have just
kept it (parking plan) the way it
was last year, with A-lot and general permits, because that's all the
new permits ended up beingmore expensive A-lot permits,"
said Dunphy.

........................._._.._._..~~~~~~"" ~""~

...,.;

Questions about what's
happeni-ng to your campus?
Student Senate is here for you!
I

Give us a call at 862-1494, or stop by
room 130, bottom floor of the MUB, to
voice your questions and concerns!

Note: Please look for the PULSE REPORT e:very Friday in
The New Hampshire. The views presented in this column do
not necessarily reflect those of this newspaper.

t- - - -Student
- -Services
- -Lenslab,
- - P.O.
- Box
- 22-2596,
- - -Hollywood,
- - -Florida
- -·33022 - - -
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: Save up to 50% or more on your

i f ~~t~~Zns~;~c:3!r£~f;:1s~~t.
I
I
I
I

.L

Our low prices lets you SAVE UP TO 50% OR MORE!

Lenses as low as $14 peipair... no clubs to join...no hassles...no gimmicks. Most lenses
shipped to you within 24 hours via Federal Express & all are 100% GAURANTEED!
Simply call in your Doctor's name and phone number (or address) using our toll free
number below. (24 hours-7 days) Our optician will contact your Doctor for you and
obtain your prescription. (Verification is required to order)
START SAVING NOW! ORDER TOOL-FREE 1-800-726-7802 TODAY!
(Lenses sent C.O.0. with FREE shipping and
-

-

-

-in-a-.)- -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

YES ...

we can save you
up to 50% and more on all

name brands ... including new
"disposables"!

~ 24Hours

~

7Days

If you would
like to place
a personal
stop ·by Rm.
110B, MUB

862-1323
SHORT
MEDICAL

TERM
INSURANCE

1 TO 6 MONTH COVERAGE
VERY COMPETITIVE RATES
For costs, benefits, exclusions,

limitations and renewal terms
contact:

MichaelJ.Sakowski
Ray F. MacDonald Agency
~
Underwritten byi Golden Rule lnllurance
"A"Rated (Eu:ellent)
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'TIS THE SEASON TO BE GIVING
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Scholarships ,
Fellowships,

TL

"Add a touch of leather to your life"

AT

~

COME IN AND SEE TI-IE VARIETY OF LEATHER PRODUCTS WE
OFFER AT UNBEATABLE PRICES! THERE IS NOTI-IING BEITER
THAN THE ''TOUCH OF LEATHER"

--

"HOLLY JOLLY"
BLOOD DRIVE

=== 10% OFF

---

=:::-

•snng this ad to "Touch of Leather • and receive a ten percent dicount on
any leather products (not discounted) from our wide selection.

Ed's Services
Bm:3006
Boston. MA 02130

IllttttdO.l.U.tt::tEiiimltltllff

t~ililtIII#f§i.tif/I/1/lM-rit

ll!ll!l,lli!l!!l!!!l!titlll!!l!
ll!!l!lllll!illll!!l
flfltff!li941P¥!1!ffg~ffli!tttf
/

HOURS

NDAY TIIRU THURSDAY 10:00 AM - 6:00
FRIDAY 10:00 AM - 8:00 PM
SATIJRDAY /SUNDAY 10:00 - 4:00 PM
LAY-A-WAY AVAILABIE

HOLIDAY-FAIR

· of PAINTINGS &

IF YOUR AIM IS HIGH
TECHNOLOGY, AIM
HIGHERWITH
AIR FORCE ROTC.
You 're reaching for a science or engineering degree in
college. Your ultimate goal: a career
in high technology.
Air Force ROTC can be your best way to
move into the highest technologies. You can
emerge from college as an Air Force officer, ready to
help develop laser, satellite and other systems.
There are many other advantages, too. Call

MONDAY, DECEMBER 3 TO
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7
12-5 AT THE MUB

ASSOCIATION

I

DEPT OF AEROSPACE STUDIES
603-862-1481

CRAFTS
SATURDAY, DEC. 1

:, ·¾·
..
I

,

•·•

(across from Post Office)

Bahamas Getaway!
Winter Break

$269.00
"NCN-STOP jll lrom Hartlord
•7 nights accommodations
•a,rport/hotel transfers
• Hotel taxes and service charges!
•exclusive admissions for nightclubs
•Saturday departures January S, 12, 1 !i

Call today tor more information:
1-800 Beach it

Rite Way II Travel, lnc~.t:..

< ~,:

~ ~_,·

~ -:~

98 Main Street
Newmarket, NH 03857

JANUARY BREAK SPECIALS 2 FOR 1
for continental U.S.
-certain restrictions apply-

SP RI HG BRERK 1991 SPECIRLS

"An Eveni ng

CRNCUN 1 MEXICO
TOUR FER TURES:

FROM:

ROUHD TRIP AIRFARE FROM BOS/CUN
7 NIGHTS ACCOMODATIOHS
CLUB LAS PERLAS BEACH RESORT
ROUHD TR IP TRAHSFERS/BAGGAGE
HANOLIHG BETWEEN AIRPORT AND
HOTEL/TAXES AND SERUICE CHARGE
IHCLUOEO AND MORE************

$625

_ ,
March 17 21 , 1991

------------------JRNRICR-JRNRJCR
PAYMEHT SCHEDULE AS F0LL0US: DEC1 $125

FEB15 $200

ROUHD TRIP AIRFARE BOS/JAMAICA
7 NIGHTS ACCOMODATIONS
SUMMERSET UILLAGE HEGRIL
ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS/BAGGAGE
HANDLIHG BETWEEN AIRPORT AND
HOTEL/TAXES AND SERUICE CHARGE
IHCLUDED AHO MORE*************

TOUR FERTURES
FROM:

JAH18 $250

$575

March 17-21, 1991

-----ORLRND0 -----FLOR/DR -------PAYMEHT SCHEDULE AS F0LL0US: DEC1 $125

JAHl8 $250

FEBl5 $200

1

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE BOS/ORLANCO
7 NIGHTS ACCOMODATIONS
QUALITY IHN PLAZA ORLANDO
ROUND TRIP TRANSFERS/BAGGAGE
HANDLING BETWEEN AIRPORT AHO
HOTEL/TAXES AHO SERUICE CHARGE

TOUR FERTURES:
FROM:

$385

March 17-21, 1991

INCLUDED ANO MORE*************

-------------------PAYNEHT SCHEDULE AS F0LL0US: 0EC1 $100

Hurry!

JAH18 $185

RITE WAY II TRAVEL
98 MAIN STREET
NEWMARKET, NH 03824

(603)659-399 9:

bu~.

FEB15 $100

is
limited!

Space

(603)650-6i0 5:

fax

*

10 A.M. - 4 P.M. ..,
Grange Hall ._., ,
, · · 37 Main St., Durham : •■:

•

tn

December"
with
The Skidmore Bandersnat chers

Saturday, Decemb er 1, 1990
8:00 p.m.
Johnson Theater
University of New Hampshire
Hear the Notables on their latest album, "Take Note"
Tickets available at M.U.B. Ticket Office:
Album/Single Ticket Special: $10.00
(Single Album: $6.00)
Students/Senior s: $4.00
General Admission: $6.00
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PROTEST, from page 3
numberofparkingspaces
available to students from 358
to 150, but will cease to be enforced after 3 p.m.
"It's a combination of
these things (parking, freshman
camp, the alcohol policy and the
Steadman case) which have lead

::?:?•:-•:::::::-;:,:,·

Rite Way II
Travel, Inc.

tions of students rights.
The senate also came
under attack because people felt it
wasn't following through on its
ideas and proposals. "All those
things (passing resolutions, parliamentary procedure) are important, but all of those things have

659-3999

"It's a combination of these things (parking, freshman
camp, the alcohol policy and the Steadman case) which have lead
to a point where we feel we are now where the administration
totally disregards or does not care about what the students say or
anything the students feel"

•,:,··.·

-··-·:,·•

..

. ,·..-

.·,•·:: ::/

. ···---

98Main St.,

\\

Newmarket, New Hampshire

Brian McCabe, Student Body President

to a point where we feel we are
now where the administration
totally disregards or does not
care about what the students
say or anything the students
feel," said McCabe.
At Tuesday's meeting,
Academic Affairs Chairwoman
Becky Hessler also pointed out
that on page four of the academic plan it is stated that "to
fulfill its mission, the University is committed to the principal of a shared government,
some economic planning and
decision-making requiring a
broad faculty and student involvement."
If the system is not
working, then perhaps it should
be removed entirely, said
Hessler. She also pointed out
that there have been five viola-

been done a million times and it's
really time to get going," said
Students of America and the
World member Randy Spartichino.
"Because you've never
done anything, the administration
continues to think you're not going
to, so they just become more and
more absurd with the things they
do and more arrogant," he added.
Among the methods
being used to publicize the protest
are a massive placement of flyers,
advertising on chalkboards, usii:ig
the media to let outside sources
know there is a problem here, attending Greek house and resident
hall meetings and knocking on
doors and making phone calls.
The senate plans to meet Sunday
at 6 p.m. in room 212 of McConnell to further discuss the matter.

$1 Students

l .. - -

.·.. ··.·• . ·•··

·•·• · · •· · · ·• · \jfall\avel
Catalog! ·

···· · ·••:: • ·

Everything you need to
know about:
•Student Travel
• Air Fares
• Rall Passes
• Car Rental/Leasing
•Work Abroad
•Study Abroad
•lnt'I Student & Teacher ID

·· ·-:•······ : : ,: : : : : : : : : : : : :
_. .
:
.. • TheoP.m alcohol pqlicy get seriate vote. ..
tr/ · • T<frecall Sanborn's ll"'P9intplan until voted oribytheGreek

1
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& MUCH MORE!!!
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Sunday, December 2, 1990
Strafford Room, MUB
7 & 9:30

- -- - -

7

II-===-~===+======= "'

$2 Non-Students
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TRANSLATIO N
FRENCH
Poii;ttgtfsE
GERMAN
NORWEGIAN

CONSULTAT ION

for rea{istic constructionism

THE PAN ASSOCIATIO N
Benjamin R. Clarke
P.O. Box 133
Center Strafford, N.H. 03815
(603) 664-9375

Benjamin ,_

Monday, Dece·\
Johnson Theate
Winner of the prestigiou ,
asters Piano
Competition in Paris in l , .
ck has been hailed
as "new star in our pianistic ii
t; none shines any
brighter" (Richard Dyer,
.Pasteranck will be
performing works by such masters as Mozart, Beethoven,
Chopin, and Scriabin.
Note: One half hour before Celebrity Series concerts/events,
any remaining unsold tickets will be available at the Johnson
Theater Box Office
to UNH students
(with valid ID) at half the
listed student price (varies with event).

ETCETERA
ENGLISH
SWEDISH
POLISH
FINNISH
ARABIC

PHONE IN PARIS
(33-1)-42-55-62-12

FAX IN PARIS
(33-1)-42-28-79-08

I

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____,ll

'--

- ----
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will be on display at the

B..................
;
/

r

-

-

ember 30, 1.99Q,-9' a.m.-4 p.m.
Straffo,rdR oom

"Common,.,,Threads" will be shown 2-4p.m.
in the,..,
Carroll/Belk nap Room.
J
I

- - - -

Learn about the ''Blue Light Project" at the Worlds AIDS Day information table in the MUB.
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GULF, from page 1
Mrs. Prina said that
Corp. Prina had trained right out
of high school for six months
and then entered the Reserves
with a six-year contract in order
to receive money for his education. "In September they were
telling him they might go. His
hopes were it would be in June
and unfortunately it was sooner,"
said Mrs. Prina.
Sgt. Cliff Cayer of the
Marine Corps Reserves Center
in Manchester said that Alan
Hoddeson, a UNH junior, left

weeks for Saudi Arabia.
Alan Prina, a freshman
business major from Brentwood,
N.H., left for Camp Lejeune on
Tuesday, and according to his
mother, Marjorie Prina, ''The TV
says he is going to leave in approximately three weeks for the
Middle East."
Mrs. Prina said that
Corp. Prina is a member of an
infantry unit with the Topsham
Naval Command in Maine. "He
knows how to shoot a gun that
takes out tanks," said Mrs. Prina.

FIRE, from page 1
3:17 AM.
Sgt. Andrew Buinicky
responded to the call and began
his investigation by conducting
interviews with witnesses at the
scene, according to Golding.
Golding said that enough information had been gathered to press
charges.
According to Durham
Town Administrator Ralph
Freedman, the bed of the wagon
and some of the side panels had
been charred in the blaze.
The town of Durham
had purchased the farm in the
summer of 1989 for $3.1 million,
Freedman said.
Because the wagon is so
old, Freedman said it would be
tough to place a monetary estimate on the damage which the
wagon sustained in the fire.
Freedman said the town
would not try to find another
wagon to replace the present historical one, but would replace

parts of it from time to time to
keep it from falling apart. He
added that some of the side panels
would probably soon be replaced.
According to Freedman,
it was fortunate that the fire hadn't
occurred in the summer because
the wagon probably would have
burned up due to dry conditions.
Saying he felt the way
most people feel, Freedman called
the incident "unfortunate," but
said he hadn't been in contact with
the police to find out why the blaze
had been set.
Golding said the three
face a maximum penalty of $1,000
and a year in jail, but added that
the court "usually does not impose the maximum sentence."
Because the investigation
was conducted totally independent of the University and the students were arrested off campus,
Golding said he was not sure if the
University is planning to take any
action against the threesome.

for Camp Lejeune
Sgt.
Tuesday.
Cayer said that he
did not know if
Hoddeson' s infantry unit was scheduled toleaveforthe
Middle East.
Hod deson is a civil engineering major.
Hoddeson' s parents were unavailable for comment.

•lrEcroR
,MARKETUvG~Tnv
SEMESTER BREAK OPENINGS

$19.25

Entry level
pay rate

Bowes
said he regretted
the incident had
happened.
II

w

e

don't condone
these activities,"
Bowes said and
added that he had
"taken the necessary action."
Of the
three, Grade saw
the most playtime.
Bowes said Grade
shared the inside
linebacker duties
with T.J. Reape.
Bowes
said O'Hare was .
the third string
quarterback and
saw some playing
Because
time.
Debowski is a
freshman, Bowes
said he did not
play.

For early considerat ion, interview
now and begin after finals. Call
nearest office:
Portsmouth, N.H.
Nashua, N.H.
Boston suburbs, Ma.
Worcester, Ma.
Rhode Island
Fit~hburg, Ma.
Portland, Me.
South Shore, Ma.

(603) 964-8997
(603) 891-1545
(617) 449-5565
(508) 852-1680
(401) 946-0150
(508) 687-9944
(207) 773-2233
(617) 837-8855
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·If you have anal, genital or oral contact with another .
person's semen, blood or vaginal secretion's, you are at risk for .
· becoining infected "With HIV.*

If you inject drugs & share needles - including needles·used
· to shoot steroids - you may also be putting yourself at risk . ·

.· .. You can reduce your chances of
becoming infected with HIV by:
.

.

.

.

• choosing to abstain
• avoiding sex that involves body fluid contact
• if not...uslng latex condoms with spermacide .
that contains non-oxynol 9
♦ avoiding sharing ·needles
.
• if you share, clean your needles by rinsing twice
With a 1:10 solution of bleach and water.

If you think you may have been exposed to HIV, there are steps
that you can take now.

Consider testing at an anonymous counseling & testing site.
If you test positive, there ~re choices you can make that can effect your future
health· and the health ~f your sexual or needle-sharing partners.

We at the office of Health Education offer anonymous counseling and
testing for a fee o.f $9.00. 9ur services are informational and client
sensit~ve. Call oµr office for an appointment or more information.
.

.

-· UNH Health Education: 862-3823
NH AIDS HOtline: 1 ·(800) 752-AIDS
on line 24 hourn
*HIV: Human Immunodeficiency Virus - the virus associated with AIDS
:m
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-SAFETY, from page 3
themselves and their
friends, and many say that the
administration should take a
more active role in making the
campus a safer place.
Beaudoin said the
woman, who was assaulted at
11:45 p.m. on Nov.15, was going

from one minidorm to another
when a male figure who was hidden in a wooded area jumped out
at her and struck her in the face
with a blunt object.
The woman said she was
six feet .away from a door when
the incident occurred. She said that

if the area had been better lit, the
incident would never have happened because she would have seen
the man sooner.
The perpetrator immediatelyfled the scene, and the woman
said that she was unable to get a
good view of his face at any time

during the attack. "The blow
knocked me down," she said. "I
never saw the person."
Beaudoin said that since
the woman could not describe
the attacker, the police have little
information to go on. "I'm not
criticizing the woman," he said.

"She was startled and only had
time to react."
Beaudoin said that the
police are looking into a report
that an unknown male was in the
woman's residence hall and was
looking for her shortly before the
incident occurred.

expelled from the University.
"At times I feel the hard
line is essential to learning and
responsibility," Brueggeman says.
She says maintaining that
"hard line" is sometimes a difficult
thing to do. "It is extremely difficult. I cannot tell you how hard it is
when you have a student (before
the conduct board) crying."
For Fisher, who has followed the conduct system's handling of the Steadman case, it is a
hard decision to make as to whether
or not cases of this sort should be
handled by the boards.

'1'm of two minds really," he says. "A rape investigated by the police takes much
longer than if the University
handled it. It is useful for a university system to function under
the law and deal with criminal
issues of various degrees and
severity and importance. But
when you have a felony such as
rape(occuroncampus),you want
to get that case adjudicate in the
larger judicial system."
Brueggeman admits
there are some problems with the
University's judicial system and

she says she "struggle(s) with
those questions every day."
Those problems and
• .
questions,
sh e says, are not asterrible or as abundant as many following the recent publicity of the
Conduct Board would think. "fhis
is semester has been just amazing
for misinformation."
The negative publicity
does not discourage Brueggeman.
''The only reason I can hang on
with this job is that I want people
to be held accountable and to take
responsibilities for their actions."

BOARD, from page 2
and the guilty, or the victim
and the criminal: They are the
reporter and the reported,
Brueggeman says.
And those who sit on the
boards do not have to prove guilt
beyond a reasonable doubt; board
members must only prove a preponderance of doubt.
Brueggeman dismisses
criticisms that boards make decisions on questionable facts and
punish innocent people.
'1'm interested in the
truth and what is honest. I'm not
interested in clever defenses that

"
'

get people off (charges)," she said.
Proving guilt ''beyond a
reasonable doubt isn't conducive
to protecting the standards of
higher education. I don't wantthat
to be construed as people who are
innocent are being found guilty."
Brueggeman says the
goal of the conduct system is to
hold peopleaccountableforthings
they do. That means students who
are found guilty and admit to
drinking alcohol in their dormitory rooms are evicted. That also
means students found guilty of
sexual and physical assault are

.
I

I
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...Dean Sanborn'S Eleven Point plan for
the Greek System?
... Kinnear's decision to kick us out of B-Lot
and shove us to remote and unsafe lots?
...the poor excuse for a Conduct System?
... Scott Chesney's inconsista nt residence
hall alcohol policy?
...the "Academic Plan" from Walter Eggers
which neglects the academic needs of
12,000 students?
... paying more for LESS?
... BEING SHUT OUT BY THE ADMINIS TATION
ON DECISION S THAT DIRECTLY AFFECT US!
\

DEMAND THAT THE ADMINI STRATIO N

PROTEST on T-Hall Lawn
Tuesday Decembe r 4 12:30pm
Call the Student Senate Office for more information 862-1494
l
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A Smart Time To Rally
For the first time in a long, long,
time, Student Senate is to be commended. Senate is a group of students,
that to put it nicely, have been noted for
their lack of leadership and assertiveness in years past. At last Student Body
President Brian McCabe and his crew
are trying to change their image. The
difference comes in the form of
Tuesday's protest.
Speak-outs, rallies. We've had a
lot of them. It's no secret that they typically culminate in a pathetically-small
group of students listening silently to
the rhetoric of a handful of administrators. Tuesday promises.to be different,
as long as we understand that we can
become empowered by the simple
understanding that we have the right to
be treated fairly.

For once, Senate has gotten smart
and has decided to jump on the issue of
the parking fiasco, using it to draw students together. They understand that
communication has been nil between
T-Hall and students this semester, and
it looks like McCabe and Vice-President Ann Marie Elek are tired of being
treated like garbage like the rest of us.
We've had no say in the issue of
Freshman Camp, the new dorm alcohol policy, Sanborn's 11-point alcohol
plan for Greeks, and campus parking.
Not to mention the fact that the Conduct Board is weilding a tremendous
amount of power behind the student's
backs. It's no wonder that enrollment is
going down. It's declining steadily,
along with the morale of every person

that has been here long enough to know
that a UNH student is a social security
number that is asked for more money
every six months.
McCabe and Elek have a student
crisis on their hands, and they have realized that they are the only ones that are
going to be able to lead us into making a
dramatic effort to change University
policy. For once, believe in them. They
are our leaders and our communicators
to the source of.what seems to be every
evil that has plagued us this semester.
So on Tuesday, tell them exactly
what you want from this university.
Make yourself heard, and give them
ammunition to fight with. On Tuesday,
let the administration know that we will
speak as a student body, and we will
demand respect.
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Please notice that the boldfaced parking situation is basically the
,...
~
numbers are recurrent ones. That same as last year for students.
thesecarsparkinE-loteveryday,
If you care whether
unticketed, not just in E-lot. I things change, make your voice
· f orm t h e hear. Write or call Steve Larson
sugges t th a t you m
driver of vehicle S-18 as well as (862-4041), Gus Kinnear (862-2232)
the rest of the traffic service what or President Nitzschke (862-2450)
To the Editor:
h
k f
their job entails and that they and complain until t ey are sic o
Dear Mr. Larson,
should fami1iarize themselves you ·
I spoke with you two
· h-t he parki ng po1·icy at t h"is
s·mcere1y,
wit
weeks ago about the problem of
umvers1ty,
· · or at Ieast wit· h t he
Jeff pease1ey
..
...
faculty/ staff cars parking in compark"mg po1·icy th at you profess .-------------~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!~
1
muter spaces and not being tickh
d
I
ed
T 1--1 E
lot.
Not
one
car
had
a
ticket
on
it!
I
to
t
e
stu
ents.
attempt
to
eted. You told me that you would did seeacommutercarwitha ticket make an appointment to speak
bring up my concern at the meet·h
·
though.Itwasparkedonthesideof wit you on t h"is matter m
pering you were to attend. I assumed
b
fu ed
E-lot, presumably because he/she son, ut your secretary re s 1 - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - i l
that this would mean that the fac- could not find a space. Mr. Larson, to make one.
LAURA A • DEAME , Ed't i Ch' f
1or- n- 1e
ulty I sta ff would be ticketed with this is an outrage! Eighteen faculty/
I demand that you cor- KIM HILLEY. Managing Editor
GAIL ROBERTSON, Managing Editor
the same frequency and "feroc- staff cars are ignored,
·
d"iately. I JOHN DOHERTY. News Editor
APRIL T. JACOBS. News Editor
yet a com- rect t h"1s outrage imme
ity''thatcommuterstudentswere.
l d
d h
"d h
HEATHER GRANT. Sports Editor
D. ALAN KERR. Sports Editor
This has not been the case.
muter is ticketed! Since you may a so eman t at you vm t e SEAN CARROLL Arts Editor
DONNY EMERICK. Forum Editor
hesitate to believe that I saw 18 cars parking ticket again st the comBENJAMIN FRAZIER, Photography Editor
Allowmetodescribemy
muter that rece1"ved a t1"cket on MELls.5A SHARPLES. Advertising Manager MELISSA INGUS. Graphics Manager
experience of November 14. I ar- I will list the permit numbers so
that you may check and see that Nov. 14th (permit #11254). The EMILIA A KELEMEN. Business Manager
MARIE GARLAND. Graphics Manager
rived on campus at around 9:40
they are all valid numbers and that University is extremely biased in Actvertiling A11oc1at..
staff Reporters
Copy Editors
am and drove to E-lot (across from
Julie Desautels
Bob Durling
Jeff Bartlett
Christensen). I drove through the they are all faculty/ staff permits. this manner against the students. Rebecca Gombert
Blrger Dahl
Blrger Dahl
Thepermi·t numb ersareas f 11
We•will not stand for this blatant Elizabeth Hildreth
Winifred Walsh
Bob Durling
.
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New,
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A ..... staffReportera
lotlookingforaspaceandwai
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violation of our rights. I will be Alra1150
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Jeff Bartlett
J.W. Morss
in the lot hoping someone would 01035' 00368' 00464'
'
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04180 04579
sending copies of this letter to Jon Radwan
Sean Carroll
Philip Fujawa Jr.
leave so that I could park when I
'
'
'
'
'
Susan Reed
Christine Danko
Arts Reporters
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UNH
vehicle
S-l
of
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01161,
03775,
01041,
00212,
00821,
Paul
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University
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not ~
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Police, President Nitzschke and Jeff Bartlett
Gina DiGregirio
Vicki Fraze
traffic service pull into the lot. The
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Alliltant Busln ... Manager
Stephanie Dueger
Mathew Gross
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EdSawyer
SteveKlett
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the cars again and all but two of in this matter in the very near Robert Parsons
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Rob Henderson
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Photographera
Eileen McEleny
Douglas Poole
next to the vehicle and informed th0 se same cars remained, all withure.
Don Carlson
Colleen Murphy
Pat Ryan
the driver that there were several out tickets. That is three hours Sir,
People wake up! You ~~
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faculty/ staff vehicles in this lot three hours without a faculty/ staff are being screwed time after time Bloise T. Masse
Christine Phinney
Production A1111tants
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Parking
I

five minutes later to find that vehide S-18 was leaving E-lot. I then
droveinandfoundaspace.lwalked
over to the vehicles that I had
pointed out to him. Not one of the
vehicles had a ticket on them! I then
proceed ed to walk t hrough t he 1ot
to count and record the permit
numbers and amount of faculty/
staff cars parked there. I counted a
total of 18, yes 18 Mr. Larson, Faeulty/staffcarsparkedillegallyinE-

Letters
Continued
on pg. 20
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The US Shoul d Get Out
Before Blood Start s To Flow
D
am outraged! Have

you looked at what the United
States is getting itself into in
the Gulf? Do you really think
that President Bush wants
430,000 US troops (plus token
forces from compliant allies
and Middle Eastern countries)
in Saudi Arabia simply to scare
Saddam Hussein? The US is
looking for a fight, and when it
comes young American men
and women- and lots of
youngmilitarymenf romother
countries and possibly
countless civilians, especially
in Iraq- will die painful,
meaningless deaths on the
desert sands of Saudi Arabia,
Iraq, and Kuwait.
The United States
started off on the right foot
when the President proclaimed
that forces were being sent
under United Nations auspices
to defend Saudi Arabia ( and,
by default and to the dismay
of some, its royal dictatorship).
He insisted that Iraq leave
Kuwait and he demanded ( too
hastily ) that the "legal"
government of the country (one
as undemocratic as they come)
be returned to power. (At least
in Vietnam we could pretend
that we were defending
democracy. This time it is clear
from the outset that the defense
of democracy is not a factor. )
It is amazing to see
have changed in
things
how
just a few weeks. Now
American diplomats-and the
President himself-are flitting
about Europe and the Middle
East (and presumably the halls
of the United Nations and

elsewhere) attempting to
garner "international" support
for an offensive operation to
remove Iraqi forces from
Kuwait, and no doubt to
remove Saddam Hussein from
Baghdad. Meanwhile, the
Saudi government with many
Arabs ( and Muslims) calling
the US presence in the Saudi
Kingdom an "occupation."
The worldwide consensus on
sanctions against Iraq is being
undermined by a US-led push
to use force soon, rather than
wait to see if ·t he sanctions can
in fact work.
It is not surprising that
the United States is getting
itchy. It is a country with a long
history of using military force
international
solve
to
problems. What African. Americans once were to the
Alabama police, small
countries have consistently
been to the US military: Heads
to be stepped upon.My ad vice
to Saddam Hussein is to be
very, very careful with his
trigger finger. He is a
bloodthirsty murderer. But he
is not stupid. ( Despite what
appears to have been a
miscalculation on his efforts in
Kuwait. That is what happens
when you listen to the US
Ambassador. ) The slightest
provocation will give George
Bush all the pretense he needs
to start an immediate war. Just
look at recent history.
The Tonkin Gulf
incidentwasa successful, albeit
fabricated, effort to justify
much stronger military action
against then North Vietnam. It

worked. The American people
ate it up, at least at first. In
Grenada, the US used the
apparent threat to a few
second-rate medical students
as legitimization for a full-scale
(although bungled) attack on
that tiny island. Americans
loved it. Once again the world
knew who was boss. When a
bomb exploded in a European
discotheque, killing some
Americans, the US blamed
Libya. Again the US found an
excuse to bomb another
country. (Wela ter learned that
it was not Libya that bankrolled
the bomb, but most likely Syria,
the newest US ally in the
Middle East. I do not recall
seeing the United States
sending any apologies to
Libya.) In Panama, a
Panamanian Defense Force
member threatened a Navy
officer's wife with rape (or so
we are told). This seemed to be
ample justification for the
launching of "Just Cause," the
largest US military action since
Vietnam. By some counts, in
excess of 3,000 Panamanian
civilians were killed. The
American public cheered on
the President once more. In
each of these instances,
were
people
innocent
murdered in the cross fire. But
at least America felt strong.
What is a human life worth
anyway? Not much, at least by
Washington standards.
Now look at the "Gulf
Crisis." The United States will
soon have 430,000 troops in
Saudi Arabia and nearby
waters and countries. Add to

by Paul G. Harris

that many thousands from the
Middle East, some European
countries and these forces? Can
it waitthe long months, maybe
years, which may be necessary
for the peaceful route ( UN
sanctions) to work? As backing
for President Bush diminishes
( look at the polls), will he not
push for military action to
bolster his dwindling base of
support ( based on the "rally''
'round the flag notion )? Do
you really think that dead boys
and girls, beyond their public
relations effect, are a top
concern of President Bush and
his altruistic right ( and left )
hand man, John Sununu ?
And look at the socalled opposition in the United
States. Even Les Aspin,
Democratic chairman of the
House Armed Services
Committee, told a Monitor
reporter that "I'd be inclined to
use force" if the US can get the
necessary support from the
United Nations Security
Council. Is anyone in
Washington, or America for
that matter, opposed to the
ultimate use of force? Why do
we not use the State
find
to
Department
alternatives to force instead of
sending the Secretary of State
to and fro attempting to gamer
support for an offensive
militaryactionagain stlraq?Do
we not care that people will
die?
According to what the
polls say, I am still in the
minority. I expect to be attacked
by some of my peers from
within the Political Science

from
Department and
elsewhere. But I am convinced
that war is inevitable if George
Bush remains the leader in this
effort to "save" Kuwait. Only
the American President, or
possibly Saddam Hussein, can
prevent an unnecessary
massacre. What Iraq has done
is reprehensible and must be
punished. But starting a war
that will lead to tens, if not
hundreds, of thousands of
dead men, women and, no
doubt, children is run the way
to solve this problem. Human
lives, not just American lives,
are the most valuable and
precious commodity mankind
possesses. What moral high
ground the US and the United
Nations now hold will be lost
when the body bags starts
arriving in London, Cairo,
Damascus and Washington.
We must wait as long as Htakes
for the sanctions to work.
Serious peace efforts and
innovative diplomacy have yet
to begin. The US President has
yet to send an envoy to talk to
the Iraqi leader! At least when
compared to the value of
human lives, time is, even in
this crisis, very cheap.
If students at the
University of New Hampshire
supportthe President now, will
they continue to do so when a
brother, sister, or friend comes
home maimed or dead? What
will we tell our children were
the lofty reasons for these
deaths? We should all think
about it. We should all try to
do something about it.

Paul G. Harris is a graduate
student in political science.

ective by Gael Coppola
A Trans fer'sknewPersp
realized when
was campus lectures, and by

nam writing the
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New

to express some
of my feelings regarding the
University. Lately, UNH

instantly
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different from the majority going to plays and MUB came to l)NH that most of
the opportunities available
of students attending UNH. activities.
It disheartens me here were also available at
Unlike them, I had, what I
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primary concern. What
concemsmethem ostisthe
overriding antagonism I
sense amongst the faculty
and the student body.
Whenlfirststeppe d
foot on the campus on

University were .readily teachers gripe over student
met.Theopportunitieswere apathyandfaculty funding.
plentiful - all I had to do I am certainly not implying
wastakeadvantag eofthem; that such issues are not
all I had to do was open my noteworthy. I just wonder
eyesandbealittlea ssertive. whetherpeoplerea lizehow
I filled my free time by important optimism is in the

instead picked up ''What
can I do help?", the
University as well as society
would be a better place.

Gael Coppola is
currently a sopho_more at
UNH.
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Parking
II
To the Editor:
Dr. Kinnear,
First the lot next to
RITTC was given to faculty/ staff.
That was okay, even if you did
wait until the third week of
school. I can understand a small
miscalculation like that. Now,
that leaves two lots immediately
on campus. Both on the east side
of campus, one next to Philbrick,
and one next to McConnell.
Already commuters are
having a difficult time finding
spaces. Unless I am willing to
wait for someone to leave, I can
NOT find a space in these two
lots after lOam! This leaves me
searching in A lot, and usually I
end upatthe back of the lot where
there are, maybe, 15 spots that
are unoccupied before classes get
out.
Now we are loosing BLot parking spaces because the
faculty won't walk! Look at the
facts, hell, get out of your office
and look at the lots! Come on Dr.
Kinnear, does it look like all the
spaces next to College woods are
taken? How about the ones in
Snively? Even in the bookstore
there are spaces!
Your justification for
commandeering B lot is that the
facultv and staff are "central to
the mission of the University .."
(TNHNov.20 "350Spots"), therefore they get top priority on the
parking issue. What kind of
University can you have- what
kind of MISSION can you organize without students? How can
you have the audacity to run this
school like a dictatorship when it
is meantto teach students how to
function successfully in our society?
Is this a sign of how this
school will be run from now on?
Are we, the student body, going
to be asked our opinions on issues, and then be completely
ignored?
Are yougoingto get the
facts, and then ignore them or
manipulatethemtosuityourown
goals?
You look extremely
foolish now. Not only have you
succeeded in pissing off the entire commuter population at
UNH, but you have walked over
the student body and the transportation committee. You have
only succeeded in making your
peers happy, sounds like you
gave in to peer pressure to me.
I understand that this
maybe a way for you tocompensatethe faculty/ staff for their low
wages, but try to compensate me
for my high tuition! I am working my way through college at a
job that I've had for four years,
wherelmake$6.75anhour.Now,
ifl work in the morning, I won't
be able to park anywhere near
campus!
I challenge you, Dr. Kin-

near, to leave B lot with the commuters until you review your facts.
Say to those who whine in you ear
that they have to hunt for a space
OUST LIKE A COMMUTER STUQENT) and then have to walk all
thewayacrosscampusQUSfLIKE
ANY STUDENT), to "put a cork in
it."
We students work just as
hard as the faculty /staff do, and
we deserve a fair compromise on
this. We have earned our right to
speak and be heard. Eventually,
you will be forced to listen. The
students pay this school too much
money to be ignored!

Parking
IV
To the Editor:

I'm writing in response to
the article on B Lot which was in
Tuesday, the 20th, issue of The New
Hampshire. I'm furious at the University for what it has been doing
about the parking situation. F Lot,
which was where I used to park
since it was closer to my classes,
was taken from the commuters
earlier in the year. Now like most
other students, I have to park in A
Extremely Angry,
Lot. This time last year I would be
Christine M. Leach
paying only $10 for the A Lot percommuter student
mit, but now, with this better system, I am paying $20 to park in the
same area.
Now B Lot spaces have
been taken from the commuters so
that the faculty and staff can be
centrally located on campus. This
is to help professors make it to class
and office hours on time. If the
To the Editor:
As a student-commuter faculty can't find a place to park,
here at UNH I would like to say then they should take the advice of
that I am disappointed with the leaving earlier, as some have adchanges that have taken place this vised me. This would enable them
year. I feel the University has re- to make it to class on time. Loss of
sponded inadequately to the needs spots for commuter vehicles will
cause A Lot to fill up and force
of commuting students.
Itall started back in early some of us to par in the· new comSeptember when the University muter lot on Mast Rd. This will
failed to implement a parking plan make it farther for us to walk to
for the beginning of the semester. classes.
As students we are exAs a result the commuters were
inconvenienced for the entire pected to rearrange our schedules
month of September, we had to to meet the university and faculties
~mtir. .1ally check in on a week by parking problems. We have our
week basis at Rice House to see if own problems to worry about, and
our permits were in. Meanwhile it's hard enough for us to find parkthe University was quick to re- ing spots, so why should we have
spond to the needs of the faculty/ to suffer the loss of our parking
staff, they received their permits spaces?
within a week and a half after the
Ray Bisson
semester began.
Community Development
Next in line of disappointments was the failure of the
University to notify commuters of
the conversion of F lot into a faculty/ staff lot. Unfortunately, I
inadvertently parked in Flot after
the change had been made. As far
as I knew it was a commuter lot at
the beginning of the semester. As
a consequence I received a $50 To the Editor:
'Tis a few weeks before
ticket for parking in a faculty spot.
and all through Durham
Christmas
Who on earth gives the University
will be thinking of
students
streets,
the right to levy such an enormous
fine? Under the current UNH the "Gift of Life" because they love
parking system I could have someone!
When your Durham Red
parked on a crosswalk or even a
its "Holly Jolly'' blood
holds
Cross
sidewalk on campus and received
drive on Monday, December 3rd
a lesser fine!
This year's parking plan through Friday, December 7th from
has forced the commuters to the 12,.to 5 at Santa's Workshop, the
outer lots on campus. To further "Jolly'' man will descend to help
our inconvenience the University your wrapping and delivery and
has decided to change over V, Q make you less busy and allow his
and B lots to faculty/ staff lots in reindeers to stroll though the camaddition to F lot. That's at least 4 pus!
This is the time of year
commuter lots that have been
gift is needed badly. Unyour
that
taken away in one semester. It
some drives may fall
fortunately
seems painfully simple to me that
the University just isn't concerned down in their collections, and we
with the needs of the commuters! ask you once more to make up the
I hope that some changes for the lack. The student Red Cross can be
set for any patient problems.
better are in store for the future.
We know you can make it
, and we will see you under our
Sincerely,
Christmas tree with that friendly
Dan Marquis
old man and his staff who are singJunior
ing "Come All Ye Faithful!"

Parking
III

1
-:.

1

"Tis the
Season"

Recently, a friend of
mine was hospitalized because
of a loss of her own blood rapidly, so make her well again. She
received four pints given by
someone she didn't even know,
but she soon felt her energy return! This lady knew about the
Red Cross Program but had not
realized that so many volunteers
like you often donate to share
good health with someone like
her. Her eyes were glowing as
she expressed her feeling to me
and told me I could write this so
you readers will perhaps feel as
she does about our Program.
She had relaxed because
of Red Cross policies and testing
for every donor each time to assure safety for both the donor
and the receiver, and she now
had another chance to see the
beauty of the season. This is what
Red Cross is all about and they
can do it only with caring people
working with them.
My plea to you is to
remember many, many other
patients need you and are asking
you to make them as happy as
she is now and like her, have
another chance to enjoy the
beauty of the season.

wish those people who benefit
from the Financial Aid Office
could show their support, too.
As far as your knowing
the procedures within the Financial Aid Office, I'd have to question that in the same way that I
question Gus Kinnear's reasoning in making student commuter
parking less accessible to students.
But that is a different story. Your
example in the 20 November issue is unbelievable. ("While I was
in there another student came in
and I over heard one counselor tell
another, 'Give him whatever he
wants, he's a cutie!!!'") "Ms.
Davis," common sense should tell
you that federal money isn't being
awarded to students based on
their looks or their personalities.
If you don't like the system, do
something to change it from the
source. It is the government who
is in charge of this money and that
is common knowledge. You're
timewould probablybebestspent
writing to them and not The New

Hampshire.
Marian Krueger

Senate

Sincerely,
Jarry Stearns
Seacoast Representative
Red Cross Blood Services

MoreEA.O
Debate
To the Editor:
This letter is in response
to ''Jennifer Davis" and her observations about the Financial Aid
Office.
It is difficult to make
ends meet and pay for tuition as
an independent student. I should
know - I have been financially
independent since I was 17.
However, I try not to displace
any anger about my financial situation on the Financial Aid Office.
Yes, the Financial Aid
Office knows who I am. I'm also
sure that they cringe when they
see me coming in because I've
been known to ask a lot of questions. But every time I've gone in,
I've been treated with the same
respect that I give to each member of that office.
Let us remember the
amount of students who receive
financial aid from UNH. We can
also try to look at a number of
those students who go into the
Financial Aid Office with incomplete forms, not knowing what a
SAR is or why they should have
one, etc. Granted, not all students
are like this, but those that are
make the Financial Aid Office's
job more difficult than necessary.
They exhibit great restraint and
patience with us and help to make
sure we get our money. I've received a tremendous amount of
help and support from the Financial Aid Office, especially from
Kim Rhine and Lucile Dawson. I
-·-

______

,..

.Update
To the Editor:
Issues of concern to students are regularly discussed by
the Standing Committees of t•he
Academic Senate. The committees
, their student representatives and
issues currently under discussion
are the following:

Academic Computing (Bob
Davidson) Integration of computer needs with the academic
plan.
Academic Standards and Curriculum (Ann Marie Elek) Studying the motion on diversity proposed by the Student Senate,
matters of academic freedom arising in satisfying General Education course requirements, issues
related to programs qualifying for
dual degrees, and teaching loads.
Admissions (Ed Keisling) Review
of Admissions process and current enrollment projections; the
Affirmative Action Implementation Report.
Budget and Planning (Brian
McCabe/Malinda Lawrence)
Please seethe BPC monthly newsletter in the Campus Journal.
Calendar and Curriculum Q. P.
Kachalube) Scheduling issues will
be considered as they arise, the
calendar aspect appears to be
"locked in" for the next 5 years!

,...

Letters
Continued
on pg. 22 ,
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-Not War-
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"Neverdoubtthata small
group of thoughtful,
committed citizens can
change the world. Indeed, it's the only thing
that ever has."
- Margaret Mead

(taken from Sierra magazine,Mayl
June 1989)

Investing In Alternatives

.... , \::<•:: >·.....

A Quote for the Week:

Here's how six cities around the
world are discouraging traffic in
already congested areas:
Hong Kong: Electric
1)
sensors on cars record highway
time of day.
travel and
Drivers are issued a monthly bill,
being
with commuter hours
the most expensive.
Singapore: Automobiles
2)
entering downtown Singapore
hour are reduring rush
quired to display a $30-a-month
sticker, but cars carryingfouror
more passengers may pass without charge.
Gothenburg, Sweden:
3)
To encourage pedestrian traffic,
business disthe central
trict has been divided into pieshaped zones, with cars p r o hibited from moving directly from
one zone to another. Autos
move in and out only by way of a
peripheral ring road.
Rome and Florence: All
4)
traffic except buses, taxis, delivvehicles and cars belongery
ing to area residents have been
banned between 7:30 a.m. and
7:30p.m.
Tokyo: The buyer of a
5)
standard-size vehicle must show
evidencethat a permanent parking space is available for the car
she can close
before he or
the sale. To comply with the law,
con some drivers have
structed home garages with lifts
to permit double-decker parking!

Another alternative to gasoline?
Wood alcohol (methanol) has been on hand for more
than SO years. It's abundant, packs
more power than gasoline, and
creates only half as many noxious
emissions. In March 1988, the
South Coast Air Quality Management District in California adopted
a sweeping new antipollution
program for the Los Angeles area.
Though more than 100 specific
measures are included in the 5000
page plan, the centerpiece would
do away with gas-burning vehicles
over the next two decades.
City buses would have
to drive on "clean fuels" by 1991,
and by 1993 so would taxis and
rental cars. And by 2009, strict
new emissions standards would
lock new gas guzzlers out of the
market.
Every filling station in
the region would be required to
devote at least one pump to clean
energy. (Only seven methanol
pumps are in operation in California currently, but both ARCO and
Chevron have pledged to set up

dozens more by the end of the of energy delivered: a gallon of
gas produces 1.7 times as much
year.
Car owners anxious to energy as a gallon of methanol for
make the switch to methanol- approximately the same price.
Another new idea is the
burning cars may be able to look
to Ford and General Motors for move from gasoline to natural gas.
vehicles. The two automotive Thousands of residents in
giants are hand-building models Burnaby; British Columbia are
that can run on gasoline, metha- powering their cars with cooking
ne:>!, and several other fuels, singly fuel in the largest experiment of its
or in combination. Engines in both kind in North America.
In an effort to find ecolfeature an optical scanner that
analyzes what's in the fuel line ogically cleaner alternatives to
and regulates fuel injection accord- gasoline, car owners have turned
ingly. Both Ford's "flexible fuel" to compressed natural gas, an
Crown Victoria and GM's "vari- abundant fuel source that miniable fuel" Chevy Corsica should mizes air pollution, can help rebe available commercially by 1993. duce the greenhouse effect, and
Still, methanol is not the decreases dependence on foreign
perfect solution. Though it pro- oil.
Natural gas costs half as
duces little of the smog-forming
soot, hydrocarbons, or nitrogen much as gasoline, and cars using it
oxides associated with gasoline, for fuel get twice as much mileage
methanol emits even higher levels from gas as they get from gasoline. the move is completely sancof formaldehyde.
Like gasoline, methanol tioned and supported by the
also releases carbon dioxide, Canadian government, at both the
which causes the greenhouse ef- local and federal level.
fect. And it is considerably more (taken from Save Our Planet. by
expensive than gasoline in terms Diane · MacEachern. Pages 102103)
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, or wants to deny that right.
However, there are times when
Judiciary (Becky Hessler)
we must rally behind our governImplementation of the recomment and give our leaders (and
mendations in the report of the
our support.
soldiers)
Select Committee to Study the
War has not broken out
·
Senate :will be considered as will
in the Middle East. We,_ as Ameribe motion involoving changes ill
can citizens, through efforts to stop·
Senate By-Laws.
possible war, only make it ·more
Ow- leaders are losing much
likely.
Library (Wally Keniston / ·
power and influence betheir
of
Amoret Bunn) ·s tudying options
their own people. Sadof
cause
for expanding the library physi-:
dam Hussein ·can only perceive
cal plant and the impact of the
the recent lack of support for Presi- ·
present facility on academics:
· dent Bush as a weakening of his
position. Thus, Hussein's position
Student Life (Kim Varney
strengthened, and chances for a
is
/ Charlie Byrne / Brandon Milsettlement that is acceptpeaceful
let) Implementation of -the recour government ( the people
ableto
ommendations of the ~'Connectthat those who vote put in power)
edness" Report for the 1989-1 ~90
and therefore the American
· Student Life Committee, study
people, becomes evermore remote. ·
.
of the envi.ronment of the UniAt this point, the quesversitywithspecial focus on town
whether our troops
not
is
tion
and gown relationships. ·
should be in Saudi Arabia or not.
They are there, and they will re-Sincerely,
main in place until this situation is
Don Green, Chair
settled in one way or another.
Academic Senate
Everyone is against war. Nobody
wants to see dead soldiers, Ameri- ·
can or Iraqi. The.best way.we can
avoid war is to support a strong
presence that will make Mr.
Hussein believe that. the entire
United States of America is behind
its ·President, and committed to
removing him from.Kuwaiti soil.
To the Editor:
To protest and voice dif- Our threats need_to be credible
fering opinions is a great part of and therefore we need the necesthe American democratic system . . sary forces to back them up, to
It is our right, and nobody can, will reduce the possib_ility of war. Sad-

.Gulf

Crisis I

dam Hussein knows that he can- cling program is a POSITIVE DEnot ''beat" a strong, American lead VELOPMENT. Lets stop being
force. He must be dealt with as . negative and recycle!
others in the past were not. We
cannot appease him.
In August and September the vast majority of Americans supported action, and· reasons for -such action have not
changed. Wehavetoshowresolve,
and not waver at the · slightest
question or doubt. Let us take a
lesson from our .parents and
grandparents (as they truly do
know better than ·we). We must
honor and support our leaders,
not incessantly question them. .
Glenn R. Griffiths
Senior
Economics

Thanks
for
Recycli ng
To the Editor:
I wanted to thank The
· New Hampshire for printing .the
article on recycling. I hope that
people will begin to educate
themselves about the issue and
the program to be implemented
next semester. For all the problems of this campus, the _recy-

Samual Betz
Student recycling coordinator
History

Wri te
Us
A
Lett er

DON'T LET THE IMPENDING DOOM
OF FINALS GET YOU DOWN!

Scope's having another...

Wednesday, Decemb er 5
9 pm, MUB PUB
$2-SAFO Students
$5 Non-Students

SO JUST RELAX!

,,.
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10,000 Maniac sAt The Field House
By John Doherty
News Editor
Marcy Ramsey
ing, because she looked a little like
That girl with the Natalie Merchant - I mean, if
straight-outa-Oklahoma skirt and Natalie were dehydrated and had
the violin? The one who sings anew 'do.
kinda like Natalie, but doesn't look
The Maniacs show itself
like her? The one who sang before was about what one would expect
10,000 Maniacs and helped close from a band that who flirted with
their set but isn't
actually part of the
band? The one that
smiles with her
mouth closed and
looked so damn innocent it made everyone in Durham
feel guilty?
Marcy
Ramsey.
Any review of the Sunday
the 18th 10,000 Maniacs concert in the
Field House should
start with that explanation. I know I was
not alone in my confusion during the
first twenty minutes
of the show.
"Hey, is
that Na ta lie Merchant?"
"Do you
know who that is?"
No. I had
no idea who the first
The lovely Marcy
Photo Ben Frazier
band was.
The
acoustic guitar player accompa- "college band" status, then crossed
nying the violin and vocals turned over to full-fledged pop success
out to be the Maniac's own - on before sliding into the uncomfortloan or something,- and their able schism in-between. And that
drummer and electric guitar is exactly where UNH found
player joined them at the end of 10,000 Maniacs- a little too safe
what eventually bore itself out to to be exciting, a little too cool to be
be an opening set. Marcy Ramsey embarrassingly lame. In support
sang in the same sweet-and pow- of Hope Chest ( an album containerful style as Natalie Merchant ing pre-Wishing Chair material
which made things really confus-

By Mathew Gross
Arts Reporter
Inspiral Carpets
Life
Elektra Records

recorded and released during the Natalie Merchant - anyone re- combines it with David Byrne-ish
Maniacs folksy college days, ) the member when she was booed off limb jerkings. One gets the feeling
so-called Time Capsule Tour is the stage after a drug lecture she a lot of Natalie Merchant goes into
part greatest hits tour ( odd with delivered while opening up for the lyrics and a lot of her comes
only three major LPs) and part the Grateful Dead?
out onstage.
never-before-heard tour.
A live 10,000 Maniacs
Marcy Ramsey joined the
Natalie Merchant, singer, show follows the outline of their Maniacs for their last couple of
songwriter, social critic, albums; waxing gloomy, interject- songs adding her violin to the Mawhirling dervish, continniacs melodic arseues to redefine the words
nal. Perhaps Natalie
"engaging stage perMerchant wasn't
former". In the course of
afraid of being upthe two hour show Natalie
staged when she sigMerchant seemed to journalled for Ramsey's
ney across an artist's
microphone to be
emotional spectrum: she
turned down, but it
was sad, she was happy,
looked that way to
she was condescending,
me, and that sort of
she was confused ( and
thing leaves a sour
confusing) and, yes, Nataste.
talie was angry.
The
Three songs
10,000 Maniacs coninto a show which included
cert wasnearlysoldall of 10,000 Maniacs'
out by show time,
popular tunes and some
though it took
unidentifiable ones, Naweeks to get there.
talie made moves to get rid
The audience was
of her long, probably ungenerally enthusiascomfortable wool sweater.
tic, and 10,000 MaWhen members of UNH's
niacs proved thembaseball-capped male comselves to be much
munity got a flash ofa black
underrated as a
leotard and bare shoulders,
band. The nature of
cat-calls and war-whoops
their music allows
ensued. This was followed,
for a very wellappropriately, by a
rounded musical
The brooding Natalie
Photo Ben Frazier
middle-fingered salute
and emotional expefrom frontwoman Merchant. ing hope, with most story lines so rience. Perhaps due to the lack of
Natalie explained herself and sad they need only be stated in the new material to present, perhaps
apologized for the "obscenity'' barest of lyrics to convey· the due to the temperament of their
later, but from where I was stand- meaning. Legend has it the band lead singer, there was nothing reing something of the audience- got its name from its live show. markable about the concert,
performer rapport was lost after That's a bit of an overstatement, though.
that. Even sharing the vocals with but when Natalie Merchant got
On November 18, Durtwo guys from the front row going she was maniacal enough. ham saw 10,000 Maniacs exactly
couldn't really patch things up .... She has the Dead-head swirling where they are now; a thoroughly
all of which is nothing new for down to an art form and routinely interesting torn between their
heavily folk and artsy past and on
the edge of pop stardom.

Inspi ral Carp ets

In the beginning, back in the 50' s, rock
had four instruments. There was the bass, the
drums, the electric guitar, and the organ. The
what? The organ. Most of the world has forgotten that latter one, but thankfully the Inspiral
Carpets haven't.
The Inspiral Carpets hail from Manchester, England, a city whose present music scene
has been compared to 1%7 San Francisco. This
may be an apt comparison, for the Stone Roses,
Charlatans UK, and the Happy Mondays- all
major Brit bands- come from the area. But what
is the Manchester sound? Rock and roll, man.
This album rocks, and it rocks hard.
Life opens with "Real Thing", a powerful, driving number reminiscent of early INXS.

"Song for A Family'' slides from an uptempo guitar number into a slow, stoned landscape, with the
Carpets' organ keeping pace all along. The mellow ''Biggest Mountain" and "Many Happy Returns" are also strong.
But there are three songs which are truly
excellent on Life. The first is "Commercial Rain".
The original version of this song first appeared on
theCool as F*** Ep~ but here it is eve~ better. A
grungy guitar chugs over a wicked dance beat before the organ comes in and gets things really
moving. There's only three lines of lyrics, appropriate for the dance floor. Of all the dance singles
to come out of Northern England lately, "Commercial Rain" is the best.
"She Comes In The Fall" was the first

Inspiral single available here in the U.S .. It slightly
resembles REM, with its military drumbeat and
lyrics. But the best song on this album, the one that
makes Life truly great, is ''This Is How It Feels".
Destined to be a classic, ''This Is How It Feels" is an
addicting tale of life on a Manchester estate (a lowincome housing project). More so, it is a beautiful
hymn of alienation: "So this is how it feels to be
lonely/ this is how it feels to be small/ this is how
it feels when your worth means nothing at all."
Without reservation, the Inspirals win my vote for
best single of 1990 with this one.
At times the Inspiral Carpets' organ becomes ridiculous, as on "Direkting Traffik", where
it sounds like an excerpt from a Starsky and Hutch
episode. But Life is a truly good album, and well
worth buying.
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The Smithereens' Growling Guitars
By Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Staff Reporter

suited to the Smithereens growling guitar based music.
The evening started with
Carry Nation, a barely adequate
opening act. The five piece group
tried to make up for their lack of
talent with volume and fell short
of the mark. The banr! was far
more interested in their music than
the audience was. Their bar room
band sound is better suited to
people who have had a few drinks.
As the lights went down
after intermission, .The Smithereens came out on stage as the PA
blasted For Those About To Rock.
If the audience wasn't in enough
of a frenzy after that, Pat DiNinzio
made sure the audience was awake
by hypnotizing them, sharing
cigarettes with them, and yelling
at them to sing along. The band's
humorously choreographed stage
show and DiNinzio' s charisma
kept the audience involved all
night.

The Smithereens gave
UNH a lethal dose of entertainment on the latest stop of their
Capitol Punishment tour. With
driving guitars and intelligent lyrics, the New Jersey band found
success by doing everything that
10,000 Maniacs failed to do on the
18th. By playing an energetic set
and establishing a powerful, positive relationship with the audience they gave one of the strongest performances UNH has seen
in a long time.
The Smithereens know
what good time rock and roll is.
Many other bands try to cover
inadequate songwriting and musical skill with a multitude of effects. The Smithereens don't use
any of that gimmickry. Singer/
guitarist/ songwriter Pat DiNinzio
has displayed an amazing ability
to write glitter-free passages well

Photo Ed Sawyer

Photo Ed Sawyer
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Marked
for Death

While the band's sound
isusuallyraw, Wednesdaynight's
show had things sounding rougher
than usual. Sometimes the PAs
sounded muffled and bordering
on too loud. But the group's talent
shined through and overcame any
technical shortcomings.
From "Behind the Wall
of Sleep" to "Blood and Roses" to
"Yesterday Girl" the band kept
the usually docile UNH audience
on their toes. With guitar picks
flying into the audience and everyone on their chairs the band's
show lasted about two hours and
when it was over SCOPE had succeeded in bringing a truly entertaining act to our university. The
Smithereens showed what goodtime rock and roll is all about.

MID-YEAR BREAK
Special One-Week Course
January 7-11 -- 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

LEARN'i\lfil
BARTENDING
Make mid-year break pay off for you this year.
Prepare for a good paying part-time or summer
bartending job. Leaming is easy and fun.
Enrollment is limited. Inquire now. We will
also be offering ow regular evening cowses
dwing mid-year break.

TEL. 659-3718

MASTER BARTENDER
SCHOOL
84 Main Street
Newmarket, NJI. 03857
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Heaven Or Las Vegas-- The Newest
Album By England's Cocteau Twins
By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter
Heaven Or Las
Vegas
Cocteau Twins
Capitol / 4AD
The Cocteau
Twins have been producing elaborate synth pop
for almost nine years, beginning with 1982's Garlands, which took just nine
days and 900 British
pounds to record. The
Cocteau's enthralling
sound is delivered, like
fellow countrymenXTC' s,
by three solemn souls lost
in the slipstream: Elizabeth Fraser (voice and lyrics), Robin Guthrie (guitar
and various musical gadgetry), and Simon Raymonde (bass).
Although the
band started out at the
forefront of the progressive music scene in Eng- The Cocteau Twins' Robin Guthrie, Elizabeth Fraser, and Simon Raymonde
land (Garlands reached #2
on the U.K. Independent charts like electric maple syrup. From
one's tender brainscape.
while 1984's Treasure was named the marching majesty of ''The
The Twins are now tourAlbum Of The Year in the U.K. Spangle Maker" to the Simple
ing behind the recently released
Music Press polls), their label 4AD Mind-ish urgency of "Wax And
Heaven Or Las Vegas, a slight but
never released any product state- Wane" to the breathless, widenot inconspicuous departure from
side until 1986' s Pink Opaque eyed charm of "Lorelei," Liz's
their previous release, 1988' s
compilation. Pink Opaque is a smart double-tracked vocals conduct
engaging Blue Bell ~noll. The new
introduction to this band's musi- beguiling audio migrations across
work taps the strengths of comcal.magic which coats one' ssenses

mercialism while avoiding its pitfalls, e.g. the hallowed undulations
of "Cherry-Colored Funk" or the
exquisite melodies of "Iceblink
Luck" and the title cut. Some songs
are downright sizzling, like the
ginger snap crackle of "Pitch The
Baby'' and "Fotzepolitic." But no
Twins' work would be complete

without a somnolent
piece or two, like "FrouFrou Foxes In Midsummer Fires," a likely winner in the song-title of
the year category.
The Cocteau
Twins' show at Boston's
Orpheum Theatre the
sunday before Thanksgiving was a precious
moment in time. The
band let the music speak
for itself- basically out
of necessity (the set's
running order was determined by the pretaped drum/ syn th
backing). However,
communication was
definitely not the
group's strongest suit:
even Liz's aside for the
preset pause near the
end of the set was a
mysterious mumble.
But
who
neededcoherencewhen
one was listening to liquid love from heaven's
latest siren? I sure didn't, although
I did miss the Kate Bush-on-Ecstacygem "Carolyn's Fingers." In
any case, I'm sure I wasn't the
only Twins' admirer who thanked
God afterwards that he hac1 been
privy to this band's glorious proceedings. Never has a band made
better music to endlessly dream
by than the Cocteau Twins.

You Are Cordially Invited To ...
Motorhead's Tenth Birthday
Party Celebr~tion

By Winifred Walsh
News Staff Reporter
Motorhead

The Birthday Party
Enigma Records
Stay calm, don't be Motorhead's distinctive sound.
alarmed, Motorhead has new alAfter the crowd sweetly
bum out, and it isn't just a holi- sings "Happy Birthday'' to the
day back at the funny farm, it's band, the album takes first swing
''The Birthday Party'' and it was with "Iron Fist", the title
recorded live on June 26th, 1985 song of another 1983 alat Hammersmith Odeon.
bum. On this song and its
"The Birthday Party'' is follow-up, "Mean Maa celebration of ten years of Mo- chine", Motorhead rips
torhead (even though they've through the songs with
been around for fifteen). History their unmistakable, unrewas made when Lemmy Kilmis- lenting guitar style and a
ter was fired as bass player for steady pounding drum
the band Hawkwind and went beat. At their finish,
on, in 1975, to form Motorhead, Lemmy declares, "We
as both the bassist and the lead may not be the best band
singer.
in the world, but we are
Even though it's been definitely the fastest."
five years since the 1985 recordA song a few of
ing of ''The Birthday Party'', it you out there may rewas obviously chosen on the member from Lemmy's
grounds of being one of the best days as a movie star in the
performances. Unlike 1983's live , film "Eat the Rich"
album, "What's Words Worth?", (which, for trivia's sake,
''The Birthday Party'' contains no also contains a short apcover songs, and with a selection pearance from the
of twelve favorite and most com- Pogues'
Shane
prehensive songs, is basically an MacGowen) is "On the Road. In
overview of what makes up keeping with Motorhead' s pro-

fessed disdain for sleep, Lemmy
says of On the Road, This is one I
wrote the words for at 4:30 the day
before yesterday, in the morning,

other one of their classics, "Ace
of Spades," done in a slightly
faster fashion than usual. This
track is a prime example ofone of
the qualities that separates Motorhead from
bands labeled heavy
metal: Lemmy's bass'.
Unlike many heavy
metal bands, Motorhead bring bass to
the forefront, and now here is this more
apparent than in "Ace
of Spades"
There
are
other songs to recommend The Birthday
Party. The version of
"Steal Your Face," not
to be at all confused
with the Grateful Dead
album of the same title,

is exceptional. How-

just as it reads."
The album contains an-

ever, someofthetracks
seem to lose some of
theireffectlive. ''Nothing Up My Sleeve" in particular
is done, if possible, too fast, but

without some of the driving
qualities heard in other version
of it elsewhere.
What would a Birthday
Party be without guests? The album ends with an appearance
by Wendy 0. Williams of Plasmatics fame. She shows up to
sing "No Class" with Lemmy.
Her voice is unfortunately not
all that audible, but the spirit of
the duet comes across perfectly.
This latest Motorhead
album brings the question of
when the trio will tour again,
and where. At 15, Motorhead is
still young, and in the immortal
words of Lemmy Kilmister,
they're jailbait and we just can't
wait.

Write
For
Arts.
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'TIS THE SEASON TO BE GIVING AT

Monday·,
December 3
to
Friday,
December 7
12-5 at the MUB

QP&N blN& ....

ON TuINll
Every Sunday through Thursday
Confidential....
Peer Support Group
Student Run, Gay, Lesbian,
and Bisexual Hotline ....

QP&NblN&
There is a place to call ...

862-3922
Sunday - Thursday
6:00pm - 9:00pm
Campus Run
NH's first student run
Gay/ Lesbian/ Bisexual
Crisis Hotline
funded by PFO
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Cliffs Notes

NYNEX

Uses the color "yellow"
as a device somewh ere
on or in the book.

M'

Tells you where to reach your
professors, who delivers
pizza, and how to reach
the financial aid office.

□

M'
M

Never mention s the words
"a11egory," "£ores h adow,"
. cod e."
or "hero1c

□

~

Not an embarra ssing thing to
have fall out of your backpac k
in, say, English class.

□
□

Doesn't analyze Hrothga r's
homilies or Unferth as anti-hero.

, ~

M'
I X®

Well, there you have it. The NYNEX Student Directory gives you all the ~
information a student could possibly want. And none of the stuff you Stud ent
don't. Bes.ides which, it's free. So be sure to look for your copy on campus. Direc tory
The adaptation of the Cliffs Notes, Inc cover design and logo is used wilh lht· pt•rmission of 1he publisht•r.
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'Universit!J Plioto (ia{{e[JJ

· Cerberus
John Saffian

i

.··t

,··,,,_1'·

Untitled
Kimberly Hilley
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· Ant Hill

Moun tains in the Mist

Bar Harbor Dawn
All Photo s by Sizho ng Pan
JZL{{ pfwtograplis were

takf,n by 'l.19l!J{ students. If you wou{d fikJ?, to submit an origina{ pfwtograpfi
drop it off 6y Wednesday at 2:00pm in tfie 'J.&,w !J{ampsfiire office, room 151 in tfie Af<LJ'B, in 'l(j,m's
bo~ P{ease inc{ude your name and a tit{e for tfie pfiotograpli. 'Iliank§.
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BY JollN HtRTLE/

TJON'T W?J!\RY-- I

BOY-JS- THIS
BOTANY CLASS
BOJONG.. , miiH:)

SPICED l/P T~JJliY's
SLJJ)E PRESENTATION

~

}KLJCK(,.,.ANP Tt/lS 15
WHAT AN UNKJPE
TOMATO LOOXS LJKE·-~

?CLJCKf-"°AND THIS IS
A PfCTlJRE OF A
'REALLY KIP£ TCJMAT(},,,..,

(9

~

~ESsJNG WITH
HE SLJ[)ES./

by Rick Sawyer
C.OULO j. ~ORR.OW
YOUA.LYMPH NOQSS~

I

@

i

!

~1

/

-nlANK '/C1J I SYLVIA, ~AT

eEAUnFUL (a\wm
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OH? HOW?

Kampus Kom1x

\A.IA<;; A

"PIP YCJl/ po

HERE.'<; RU
SHOW'(
. \-U~

·C

E..LEcm

••:::::..
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MISTER BOFFO
- - ~ ' 1 1 -/,,,

by Mike Peters
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a.
CLA SSIF IED
"'= u
FOR AD

INFQ•862-1 323;RM llOB,MUB
2.00 er 20 words
•

PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER:
like new, $100 or b.o.; Raichle Ski
Boots, mens 8, $40; K2 Skis; b.o.;
Call Monica 659-6335
Students: Make $200 daily doing
construction work part time.
Write:Rabe,Post Box 329, Gilsum,
N.H.03448.

1986 Dodge Omni, Black, excellent condition w/new all season
radials, tune up oil and alignment
$2,100 or b.o. 862-5441

EASY WORK: SI1JmNG ENVELOPES$5.00 PER ENVELOPE
for information Send SASE to:
MOYE 2 Prospect Street Ext.
Lebanon, NH 03766

20 gal fish tank, filters, hood, airpurn p less than 1 year old. $85 or
b.o. Andy - 868-3053.

Immediate Job Opening-Personal
Care Assistant for evening hours
and possiblyduringwinterbreak.
Salary $6.25 per hour. Job consists of meal preperation, house
cleaning and personal grooming
for more information call 8681986. Leave a message.
Earn $500-$1,500/wk part-time
stuffing envelopes in your home.
For free information, send a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelopteto: P.O. Box 4645,Dept. P103,
Albuquerque NM, 87196
Wanted: Student ski reps. SKI
FREE!!! Looking for adventure
on the slopes this winter? Become
a campus ambassador. Just 3-4
hours a week earns you a season
of skiing FREE. For more information call the Marketing Department at Guns tock. (603)-293-4341.
Sell phone card - no surcharge .20
a minute - anywhere in U.S. Also
voice mail - Residual income call
617-545-2508.
Wanted starting next semester
helper for handicapped person
$6.25 an hour. No experience
necessary, mornings. Call Dan
692-4764.

f'lu

Commodore 128 for sale. Included:
monitor, printer and paper, disk
drive, disks, other accessories.
$700/best offer. Call 862-7798.
Excellent running automatic 4 dr.
'83 Toyota Corolla, A/C, heat,
60,000 miles, bargain at only
$1,500, Ben 862-5506, 9 a.m. - 11
p.m.

---------

Why rent a refrigerator when you
can buy one for only $40.00? Fits
about 36 beers. Call Ben 862-5506.
Round Trip Bus Ticket to Logan
$25. Must Sell! Call Julie - 8681485.
'85 Toyota Pickup, extra cab, bedliner, cap. 82,000 miles, bucket
seats, radio-stereo. Maintenance
record. Excellent condition.
$3,500. 749-5028. Shawn.
SKI and outerwear jackets, $220$280 retail, now $79-$89. Great
looking European design. Quality
rugby and knit shirts, $52-$35 retail, will sell below cost for $15.
Other household items and sports
equipmment-wetsuits, water skis,
blenders. Samples are men's and
women's medium to extra-large.
Saturday only, December 1st, 9am
to3prn,38 Brentwood Road (Route
111-A), Exeter.

Cozy 2 bedroom apartment. Heat Newmarket, Enjoy SPECTACUincluded. No pets - country set- LARSUNSEfS, Lovely2Bedroom,
ting in Lee, N.H. Call 659-5051.
Open Concept Ranch, 1/2 acre,
Exclusive Neighborhood, excellent
For rent - Completely furnished Condition, Energy Efficient, Fully
apartment in private home on Applianced (Washer /Dryer),
Madbury Rd one mile from T-Hall; Sunny Spacious Rooms, Full Base1 1 /2 bedrooms, full bath, cable, ment/ Attic $725 plus Utilities,
carpeted, parking, no pets, non- Faculty, Staff, Grad Students Only.
smokers preferred. $550@ month Call 659-5851.
plus utilities; security deposit
negotiable; available Jan. 1. Call HAMPTON BEACH: $100. wk. &
868-5037.
up for year round & Winter rentals. 1 to 4 bedrooms furnished and
1 or 2 females needed for 3 bed- unfurnished. Bird Real Estate 603room apartment in Newmarket for 926-4395.
--------spring semester. On bus route. Call
Sue 659-8528.
NOVEMBER-MAY RENT AL
HAMPTON BEACH: Three bedroom house fully furnished
$450.00/month plus utilities. 617246-1431 after 6:00 p.m.

r

T-Shirts

"'

· ~
Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery

Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.
Artist on Staff

FOR
SALE
DRUMSET-5pc.chrorneLudwig,
w I Roto' s 2 crash, 1 Ride, H.H.
Boom Stands, $650 or b.o. 6595854 ask for Wes.
Avatar Fine Consignments, Windy
Knoll Village, 62 Portsmouth Ave,
Stratham N.H. Womens, childrens, prom Bridal, handicrafts,
misc. Hours Tuesday - Saturday
9:30 - 5:00, Thursday 9:30 - 7:00
603-778-7245.
1986GMCsuburban "Sierra 1500'',
loaded. 1986 Subaru GL XT Sport
Coupe, A/C, stereo cassette.
moving. Both Wholesale. 362-4746;

868-5122.

HOUSING
Help - I'm going to France spring
semester and need one or two
people to take my place in a spacious house in Madbury, 3 miles
from campus - living with 3 females. For more info call Kim, 742-

6579 - - - - - - - 1 sublettor wanted for 3 BR Apt. in
Newmarket on KVan route. Call
Steph evenings 659-8528.
Attractive 2-room apartment for
rent in Dover. Perfect for one person; on Karivan rte; $395 / mo +
electric. Call 743-0860

"Unfurnished Apartment, Dover
Spacious 2-bedroom apartment,
off street parking, easy access to
Coast Bus Stop, family neighborhood, walk to downtown, No Pets,
$450.00 monthly plus utilites, sec.
deposit and lease required. 4361882"
DURHAM - 2 female rommates
needed in furnished apartment on
Main St. for spring semester. Good
price includes a lot! call 868-6943.

Dover - Quiet, responisble female
seeks same to share 2 bedroom
apartment. $237.50 includes heat,
hot water. No smoking, pets.Julie
749-6658.
Four bedroom, colonial, charming
in-town location. Professionals/
families. No pets_. Sublease avail-

abl@ mid-D€Cemb€r. $950 /Month
plus utilities. 868-2635.
THREE BEDROOM apartment in
Dover, Off street night parking,
Hot water included, sorry no pets.
$650/mo 4 people max 742-6242.
1 /2 DUPLEX YOUNG DRIVE
SECONDSEMESTER$6930.00per
semester 6 peole max Sorry no
Pets Call THE FISHER AGENCY
742-6242.

Attention students: We will screen
print t-shirts, hats, sweats, etc. for
your fraternity, sorority, sports
team, club, activist groups, or any
school event. Quality printing at
wicked low prices. We deliver,
rush service available. Call Screen
Gems at (603)474-5353 call now
for quotes on any item.
Word Processing - Fast, accurate
$1.50 per double spaced page.
Research and editing services
available. Delivery to campus
$1.00 extra. 659-2359

BACK BY DEMAND ... LATE
NIGHT UNH! TWO DOLLARS FRIDAY DECEMBER 14th IN
THE GRANITE SfATE ROOM
FROM 11 p.m. to 2 a.m.!
NOTABLES CONCERT! SATURDAY DECEMBER 1st, 8:00
JOHNSON THEATER, $4 - Tickets MUB Ticket Office and the
door.
COMEDY NIGHT AT STOKE
HALL ON FRIDAY NOV. 30th.
TWO BOSTON COMEDIANS.
FREE ADMISSION. FREE
MOCKTAILS. DOORS OPEN 9
P.M.
DELTA THETA CHI would like
to welcome it's new sisters: Angel, Arny, Jenn B., and Jenn L.
Congratulations.
Buy a sweet for your sweetie from
the bake sale at the MUB, Grafton
Room.
Friday (today), 9am-4pm. To
benefit the UNH Child and Family Center.

SENIORS! Plan now to enter the
job market. In the competetive
business world, obtaining good
interviews is essential for acquiring quality employment.
Strengthen your interview prospects with the help of Career Pro
Resume writing services. For
more information please call
Portsmouth, N.H. 436-9225.

Come win weekendgetawaysand
ski passesattheholidaygift spree.
Saturday December 1. 6-8 p.m.
MUB PUB Food and Drink Provided.

Word Processing-Fast, accurate,
$1.S0perdoublespaced page.Research and editing services available. Delivery to campus $1.00
extra. 659-2359.

Sue A-HowUB? I Bfine. CU
soon.-Bill

Horses boarded $200 / month several box stalls still available in
brand new 17 stall horse barn;
only 2 miles from unh. Stop by
and see our facilities at 452 Packers Falls Rd., Lee, NH or call Fisher
Brook Farm at 659-8144.

Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
Call us 862-1013.

David, I wonder if you know, how
special you are to me. I wonder if
it shows, how wonderful I think
you are ... Or how many times a
day I think of you... Al
Katie and Barb - How's it goin'?
How's life in Congreve? Hope
everything is going good for you
two.-Bill
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NOTABLES CONCERT! SATUR- 4pm. Benefit the UNH Child and
DAY DECEMBER 1st, 8:00 . FamilyCe nter.
JOHNSON THEATER, $4 -Tick-------. ets MUB Ticket Office and the One lonely man, who likes to play
door.
Nintendo is desperate ly seeking a
girlfriend. Call862-5609toend his
Rick Bramson - You're starting to tiresome search.
remind me of the Incredible Hulk.
Ha ha. Grrrrrrr - Bill.
Semi-formal Dec 1st 8 p.m. - 12
a.m. N.H. Hall Refreshments proHomema de goodies at the MUB, vided. Tickets are $4/person or
Grafton Room. TODAY!!! 9am- $7 I couple. Obtained in Scott Hall
4pm. Proceeds to benefit the UNH 321. Sponsored by Scott Hall.
Child and Family Center. ·
NOTABLES CONCERT! SATURHey Pete Nelson, How was your DAY DECEMB ER
1st, 8:00
Thanksgiving? - Bill
JOHNSON THEATER, $4-Tickets MUB Ticket Office and the
With a name like Smuckers... it door.
has to be good.
WAKEN' BAKE!! Spring break in
Donny B - What's new? How JAMAIC A/CANC UN from
was you Thanksgiving? Did you $429.00!! Organize group travel
eat lots of turkey? - Bill
free!! Early birds get free t-shirt! 1800-426-7710
Congratulations to the new sisters
of DELTA THETA CHI: Jenn Come win weekend getaways and
Brooks, Jenn Latvis, Amy, and ski passes at the holiday gift spree.
Angel.
Saturday December 1. 6-8 p.m.
-------MUB PUB Food and Drink ProHeeeeey Barney Baromeo - Mr. vided.
ERZ oldies contest winner- who
you gonna take to share your DESPERATELY seeking tickets to
pizza?
graduation, need 5! Call Elyse 5
p.m. -9 p.m. 749-1420 will pay$
Comewi_n weekend getaways and
ski passes at the holiday gift spree. We knew you could do it: Jenn L.,
Saturday December 1. 6-8 p.m. Amy,Ang el,andJen nB. Welcome
MUB PUB Food and Drink Pro- to DELTA THETA CHI
vided.
SKITUN ES-UNH SkiOub-D rop
Female Roommate wanted - two off Tues pick up Thurs Black Diabedroom apt. 237.50 per" month mond Tuners. Good prices. Info
(includes heat). Near Kari,-van. Call 862-1013.
Quiet, responsible. Call 659-6791.
Available December.
Fresh powder at Park City, Utah.
Sun in Bahamas and Barbados.
ADOPTI ON Professio nal Spring Break '91. UNH Ski Club.
couple, UNH graduates wish to Call us 862-1013.
adopt a health baby. Legal & confidential. Expenses paid. Call our LEARNI NG BARTEN DING attorney Gregg collect 603-772- Make mid-year break pay-off for
4500.
you this year. Prepare for a good
paying parttime or summer barCOMEDY NIGHT AT STOKE tending job. Learning is easy and
HALL ON FRIDAY NOV. 30th. fun. Special one-week day course
TWO BOSTON COMEDIANS. Jan. 7-11. Enrollment limited, inFREE ADMISS ION. FREE quire soon. We will also be offerMOCKTAILS. DOORS OPEN 9 ing our regular 2 and 5 week eveP.M.
ning courses. Master Bartender
School, 84 Main St., Newmkt, NH
Cookies, Fudge, Pastries, Pies, 03857. Tel. 659-3718. Brownies!!!!! Stop by the Bake Sale
in the MUB, Grafton Room, 9am- Dave Sanders- Love you sweetie!
Have a great weekend but not too
much without me! -Hed
Dear Kelly, I_ know that you
thoughtth atyou wereneve rgoing
to hear from me again, but I'm TRACI ANN KERRBACK! I can't wait to see you Onlyacou plemoreh ecticmon ths,
make your debut in that great and then things will quiet down
Russian Drama, you can be sure again and we won't get on each
other's nerves so much! Did I tell
I'll be in the front row, KBR
you you're lookin' hot lately?
Love, D. ALLAN
Erin Smoka and Kent- Thanks
again for the letter...you should be MEN HAVE HAD TWO FEET
getting one soon! IF you'ld stop SINCE THE BEGINN ING OF
licking beer off the floor Smoka TIME.
you might shake that bad case of
herpes you've been trying to ditch. I sorta missed you tonight, alBut I supposed the rugby in you though it wasn't total hell. I'm not
really sure why. I hope you feel
guys will always prevail!- Him
better, maybe you should wash
NHWRF C-The Semi-An nual your face with some of those zucBreak up party is tonight, all chini beans. Let's have margarita s
beware! Call Hed for _details. The or something.
boat race challenge continues.
Goodbye to all you wonderfu l
DAVE: YES THIS MEANS YOU1 editors who are moving on to
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHDAY bigger and better things. Bye, bye
GREETIN GS--- I LOVE YOU April,John,Don,Heather, Donny,
Jeff and last but not least GAIL!!
VERY MUCH, KELLY

NOTABLES CONCERT! SATUR- Jon- Thank you for befog so paDAY DECEMB ER 1st, 8:00 tient. I really appreciate it. I'll make
JOHNSON THEATER, $4 -Tick- it all up to you, some day. I prom. ets MUB Ticket Office and the ise. I love you. me.
door.
-------Missy- It's weekend from hell! I
COMEDY NIGHT AT STOKE promise not to worry, I know it'll
HALL ON FRIDAY NOV. 30th. go f..nc. Let's do lunch or someTWO BOSTON COMEDIANS. thing on Monday and just relax toFREE ADMISS ION. FREE gether. Wedeserv eit. You've been
MOCKrAILS. DOORS OPEN 9 . great! keep smilin'! love me.
P.M.
Christine, now that you're 21, take
DA
down to Nick's for a beer, give
Dear students, Faculty and anyone else, If youhavea nyold clothes Allan what he's been waiting for,
that you don't want Please Call and get cocked. Just remember,
meatl-207-698-1463.l'lltakethem don't be scared don't OD, and
to the Salvation Army to help never hitch-hike from Lee. We love
you! Happy 21st! Rox and Stacy.
peo_p_le_o_u_t._ _ _ _ __
!!!!HEY ROOMIES; LORI, BLAISE,
PAT, DONNY, LIZ AND ANDREA, COCKTAILS AT OUR
HOUSE THIS WEEKEND!! Let the
tubes be blown. We have to celebrate the NEW MONTH OF
DECEMBER, PARDU!!!!!!!!

Hope you didn't get dissed on
your birthday, Leigh. If you did we still love you - Dawn and
Christina.

'Wou{iyou
{ikg, to pu"t in
a persona{ or
a c{assifiei ?
Stop by the

BUSINESS .
OFFICE
Rooml lOB, MUB
or call 862-13 23

MA TT

JACOBS
Happy 21st
Birthday!!!
From your sexy
friend at the
Scrounge Lounge

Comewin weekendg etawaysa nd
ski passes at the holiday gift spree.
Saturday December 1. 6-8 p.m.
MUB PUB Food and Drink Provided.
-------Weeble Wobble with the yummy
smell, You are my sunshine! You
make me happy when skies are
grey. I love you more and more
each day. Love, Your best friend
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Hap py 20th
Heat her!
Too much to do can't take you i '«'
down town! Sorry ! ·

NOTABLES CONCERT! SATURDA y DECEMB ER 1st, 8:00
JOHNSON THEATER, $4 -Tickets MUB Ticket Office and the
door.

.... Happy 21st Birthday to Craig!!!
Love, Dad, Mom, Stefanie+ Jaycee.....
Julie Beckenbauer - You are an
absolutel y righteous volleyball
babe. However, I think you are
getting out of hand playing volleyball and raging at 4:00 in the
morning. Please quit having so
much fun. Love ya E.T.

WINTER PAR Kl NG BAN
Parkin g on all streets, highw ays and parkin g lots is prohib ited
betwe en the hours of 1:00am thru 6:00am Novem ber 1 thru
March 31.
Resident lots are exemp t from this, but_vehicles must have the
approp riate permi t to park in these lots.
Visitors should park in the metere d section of lot C ONLY.
·Vehides must be out by 7:00am on weekd ays to allow for snow
removal. The enforcement of meter fees takes place from 8:00am
to 6:00 pm, Mond ay thru Friday.
Any vehicle so parked during the prohib ited hours shall be
subjected to being ticked and towed at the owner 's risk and
expense. The owner shall be requir ed to pay all towing costs
before the vehicle is released.

•

•
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'Cats trash Dartmouth, Princeton
Karyn Bye nails hat-trick in 8-1 win
By Erica Krivicich

Sports Staff Reporter

The UNH women's hockey zone for most of the period but
team won their season opener last sophomore keeper Erin Whitten
Tuesday with a 4-1 win over Dart- · kept UNH in the game, turning
mouth. Although the team came away Dartmouth's every opporaway with the win, head coach tunity. The UNH defense seemed
Russ McCurdy was not happy · to slack off and the offense only
with his team's performance. '1 managed six shots on net, but two
.believe they're [his players] still of those slipped by Dartmouth
living in the limelight oflast year," keeper Monique Desrosiers. Harsaid McCurdy. The team followed ris and Colleen Coyne were cred. up with an easy 8-1 win over Prin- ited with the goals.
ceton at home last Saturday.
A pep talk between periods
From the opening face-off in proved useless, as the 'Cats came
Hanover, it took only 1:21 for the out flat again. Dartmouth, on the
'Cats to take the lead on a goal other hand came out ·very strong
from sophomore Dawn Harris. and overtook the puck with ease.
The UNH defense did not allow The Big Green ''D'' allowed only
the Big Green offense to set up, seven shots on goal while the UNH
forcing them into taking poor defense showed fatigue. Dartshots. UNH managed ten shots on mouth forward Lori Jacobs broke
net in the first period and ended through from the point and fired a
the scoring with a goal by center shot that trickled through the pads
Karen Bye.
of Whitten, giving them their only
The second period spelled score of the game.
trouble for the 'Cats as Dartmouth
The 'Cats were without rookie
gained puck control in the UNH hopeful Sue Merz, who suffered a

sprained ankle the week before
but juniordefensewomanShawna
Davidson didn't think that her
absence should have had any effect on the game. "Even though
the lines were switched around,
there should be no reason why we
wouldn't work well together,"
said Davidson."After all, wehave
been workingtogetherfor a month
and we should have a feel of how
one another plays."
Regardless of being unhappy
with their performance, the team
went into the Princeton game with
a 1-0 record. Bye was back to last
year's MVP form against the Tigers and scored the team's first
hat-trick of the season. Senior forward Karen Akre netted two goals
in the win and Davidson, Coyne
and sophomore Dawn Thibodeau
also contributed with one goal performances.
The team will host Cornell
this Saturday at 1pm.
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Lady Wildcats
sink and swim
By Kate Scaletti

Sports Staff Reporter

•

•

The UNH women's swim
team started off the week with
two meets, winning the first on
Monday, 158-85 at Holy Cross, and
then losing to Dartmouth, 166-31
on Tuesday.
The Wildq1t women won
numerous first place finishes on
theirwaytoaneasywinover Holy
Cross. Shannon Doherty, Maureen
Hartnett, Maghan McCarthy and
Karen Woefel started the evening
of strong finishes, winning the 400
yard medley relay with a time of
4:14.04. The UNH women swept
the 200 yard freestyle with Kris
Mallery placing first, Doherty in
second and Kristen Johnson in
third. McCarthy took first in the
50 yard freestyle and Mallery
captured in the 200 yard butterfly,
winning her second event of the
day. Other first place finishes were
captured by Doherty in the 200
yard backstroke and Harnett in
the 200 yard breaststroke.
The UNH divers swept the 1-

meter diving event with Wendy
Roosevelt taking first with a score
of 196.10, Karen Palmer in second
and Liz Rosen finishing third.
The 200 yard freestyle relay
team of Karen Lutomski, Stephanie Dueger, Jennifer Lavoie and
Libby Culbertson finished the
meet as strongly as it began, taking first with a time of 1:45.32.
The Lady 'Cats also posted
some strong finishes against Dartmouth, but came up short in the
final. Doherty was a triple individual winner, takingtheSOOyard
freestyle, the 100 yard and the 200
yard backstroke. Captain McCarthy captured first in the SO yard
freestyle and 100 yard backstroke
and Roosevelt swept both the 1
and 3-meter diving events.
The team will travel to Northeastern this weekend for the North
Atlantic Conference Championships. UNH will compete against
top teams from NU, UVM, Maine
and BU.

Forward Scott Morrow leads the Wildcats with seven goals on the season. (photo by Don Carlson)

UNH freshman
goalie Jeff Levy
was named HE
Rookie-of-theWeek for his
efforts against
Alaska and St.
Lawrence
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Players honored, Bowes sixth
By Chris York
Sports Staff Reporter

The UNH football team finished the 1990 season with a 7-31 record, but their record did not
reflect the level of play that the
young team was capable of.
The season-ending win over
UMass gave UNH head coach Bill
Bowes 122 career victories, sixth
best among active coaches in
NCAA Division 1-AA.
The Cats boasted many talented players this season. The
New Hampshire backfield was
headed up by 5-7, 165 pound Barry
Bourassa. Bourassa, of North
Weymouth, MA, rushed for 957
yards and 13 touchdowns. He led
the Yankee Conference in rushing
with 106.3 yards per game and
also led the league in scoring, with
10.7 points per game.
Bourassa finished the season with 193.9 all-purpose yards
per game, a UNH record and best
in the Yankee Conference. For his
efforts Bourassa was selected as
first team Yankee Conference halfback and a first team ECAC AllStar.
The UNH defense was outstanding this year, finishing as the
fifth leading defense against the
run in NCAA Division 1-AA.
Defensive linemen Geoff

, with 44 tackles and eight QB sacks
for 59 yards. Sabb was elected to
the first team Yankee Conference
and second team ECAC All-Star.
·
Junior quarterback Matt Griffin led the Yankee Conference with
a 58.8 completion percentage, the
second best in UNH history.
Griffin's 171 completions is the
second-highest season total in
; school history, placing him third
· inall-timecareercompletions with
209. He passed for 2,283 yards and
10 touchdowns.
Griffin's favorite target was
sophomore flanker John Perry,
who was fourth in the Yankee
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sophomore, wasathreatbothrushing and receiving. He ran for 204
yards and 2 touchdowns. More
. impressive was Gallagher's 48
.. .. _ . .
>
catches for 693 yards and 3 TD' s.
Alevaand Doug RugglEis we~e'thtt- ·-yankeeConferenct;?P:!ineman. . ' i
Senior strong safety Tom Joy
anchors of the .front line. Aleva
ECACfirstteamAll-Starline- led the team with 6 interceptions
and Ruggles finished theye~with backerChrisMcGrathfinishedhis for 27 yards. Joy also had 48 tack46 tackles each and had five and careerastheseventh-leadingtack- les, giving him 129 for his career.
Freshman Nate Bryan led the
seven quarterback sacks, respec- ler in UNH history with 208 tacktively. Aleva was selected as first les.
Yankee Conference, and was sevteam Yankee Conference D-lineAnother award winnerforthe enth in the nation, in kick returnman and ECAC All-Star. Ruggles 'Cats was defensive end Dwayne ing with 465 yards and 3 touchwas selected as a second team Sabb. Sabb finished the season downs.

MEN'S HOCKEY
UNH vs. MERRIMACK
Saturday, December 1st
at 6:30 (new time)

Rams butt 'Cats out
of Virginia, 80-58
By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter

"We have to improve our
It got hotter as time ticked shooting percentage, from the field
off the clock. Sweat poured down AND from the line," Boylan said.
their faces, the taste of salt filled ''They pulled away from us near
their parched mouths. Then, just the end of the half."
likethehomelosingstreak,thedry ,
Thenewlyrecruitedfreshmen
spell hit.
madeanimmediateimpact.Doug
The UNH men's basketball Lang led the freshmen with 9
team lost their season opener to points and 11 rebounds. Guard
Virginia Commonwealth Univer- Tommy MacDonald had 8 points
sity last Saturday, 80-58. A crowd and 4 rebounds, while Shaft Lewis
of over 4,500 people filled contributed 6 points and 5 boards.
Richmond Coliseum to watch the "Our young guys played well,
VCU Rams battle the UNH Wild- which is encouraging," Boylan
cats.
said.
''The attitude of the team was
The 'Cats took the lead 10-8
real positive before the game. We after Lewis (a 6-7 forward) hit a
felt that we could play with these three-point shot. The 'Cats then
guys," said UNH head coach Jim traded baskets with the Rams for
Boylan. "We felt we could win this the next 10 minutes or so, before
game."
Pat Manor hit a shot off the glass to
The Wildcats fell behind 6-0 cut the Ram lead to two. The Rams
early but managed to stay close to then ran off seven straight points
the Rams despite shooting 33.9% to increase their lead to 32-23 at
for the game. UNH madeonly21 of halftime.
62 shots from thefield,4of12from
Oneofthethingsthatplagued
the three point range and shot less UNH in this contest was the
than 50% from thefoullm.e.
__ amount of turnovers they had. The
,~~~

~~L~,-

y.

...

Wildcats committed a total of 27
turnovers during the 40 minutes
of play, whichaveragestoapproximatelyoneturnoverforeveryl.48
minutes played.
"The turnovers hurt us,"
Boylan said. "We have to keep
themtoaminimumorwe'llnever
win any games."
UNH could not cut into the
Ram lead in the second half. The
'Cats were still down by 9 points
even after Manor scored two on a
reverse layup with just under 12
minutes to go.
With about 10 minutes left in
the contest, the tide turned on the
'Cats. VCU forward Kendrick
Warren took a pass from forward
Eric Atkins and went in for the
dunk. This sent the Rams on a 15O run that would all but seal the
victory for them.
Manor led UNH in scoring
with 11 points. Jeff Carr came off
the bench to score 9 points, while
senior Eric Thielen contributed 8
.
.
.
_ points and 6 rebounds.
Former Rookie-of-the-Year Pat Manor dnves to the hoop m recent action
.....-Jgainst B_c. (photo by Don Carlson)
,~
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'Cats chomp Chiefs
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Staff Reporter
Joe Flanagan, UNH junior forward, probably can't keep from
smilingtheentiredaybeforeagame
against Lowell. Ever since he
torched the Chiefs for five goals in
one game his freshman season,
Flanagan has owned the team he
grew up watching.
Wednesday night Flanagan (2
goals, 1 assist) continued his success against Lowell and stretched
his scoring streak to four games,
helping the 'Cats to a 7-3 romp, and
their first Hockey East victory of the
season. A Snively Arena crowd of
1,688 saw UNH raise its record to 83 overall and 1-2 in HE.
"I've had success ever since I
started playing against them," said
Flanagan, whose Burlington, Massachusetts home is 15 minutes from
Lowell's Tully Forum. '1 probably
should have gone to Lowell," he
added with a laugh.
Things started off slow for the
'Cats in a game played under very
soft, wet ice conditions due to the
warm weather. Lowell left wing
Dave Pensa beat freshman goalie
Jeff Levy with a shot from the left
circle. Levy had kept UNH in the
game to that point with some great
saves including a stop oflan Hebert
on a breakaway.
Levy was named Hockey East
Rookie-of-the-Week for his two
wins last week over Alaska Anchorage (5-4 Tuesday) and St. Lawrence
(4-2 on Saturday). Pat Morrison was

the hard-luckloseron Friday (4-2)
at Clarkson, the 4th-ranked team
in the U.S.
Dick U mile, UNH interim
coach, said he knew the Wildcats
had recruited the "top goalie in
the country'' when Levy decided
to come to Durham. Umile is
pleased with the 'Cats' play in
goal all year so f~r. Levy's record
of 4-0 is the best start of any UNH
goalie on record.
Kevin Thomson and Savo Mitrovic, who was everywhere all
night, scored just 28 seconds apart
in the first period to give UNH a
lead they would never relinquish.
Thomson steamed a slap shot
from the right side after taking a
pass from freshman Jason Dexter,
intended for classmate Bob Chebator, who was checked off the
play at 16:35. Mitrovic scored from
in front off a feed from behind the
net by Frank Messina, his teamleading ninth assist of the season
(tied with Steve Morrow).
Bruce MacDonald made it 31 'Cats with a neatly placed shot
past the glove side of Lowell freshman netminder Dwayne Roloson.
Freshman Bob Donovan and redshirt freshman Jeff St. Laurent of
Rochester, NH, playing in his first
college game, both assisted.
When St. Laurent was asked
how it felt to be out on the ice after
over a year of just practice, he said
it was "unbelievable. Period."
Flanagan scored his first of

EAT MY ICE! Savo Mitrovic puts on the breaks against Lowell. (Photo by Don Carlson)

the night at 9:19 of the second with
stare it, he just snapped them off."
an assist to Greg Klym, who has 5
Scott Wenham cut the UNH
goals a_nd 8 assists to lead UNH
lead to 5-2 while Lowell had a 5with 13 points on the season. "It on-3 advantage as Thomson and
was off a faceoff and I just backed
co-captain David MacIntyre sat in
up in the slot and Klymie made a
the penalty box with just 44 secgreat pass," Flanagan said.
onds left in the second period.
Flanagan buried his sixth of
UNH didn't let up in the third
theyearat19:16on the power play period as juniors Klym and Scott
benefiting from another good pass,
Morrow (his team-leading sevthis time from Domenic Amodeo. - enth) sandwiched goals around a
. Flanagan, who holds the UNH
tally by Lowell freshman sensafreshman goal-scoring record, had
tion Shane Henry.
been having trouble finishing
The Wildcats now boast a
opportunities until the last four
record of 4-0 at home. "It's the
games. Umile said Flanagan had
backvard." Umile said. "You e:et
been "trying to get too cute with the f~s in here and you want-to
his shots. Tonight he didn't try to

bring them back. If you don't give
them a good, honest effort they
won't come back and I don't blame
them."
Co-captain Riel Bellegarde
missed his seventh game with a
knee injury, and his status is dayto-day.
UNH will hit the Snively ice
again in Hockey East action on_
Saturday night with a new 6:30
p.m. start against Merrimack. The
time was changed to accommodate WMUR TV Channel 9, which
will televise the game. The Warriors upset the 'Cats 3-2 in North
Andover, MA on November, 13.

Bittersweet loss to BC
►

II

UNH hoop nearly got by BC. (Photo by Don Carlson)

By Rob Henderson
Sports Staff Reporter
It's not over until the fat lady
sings, or so the saying goes. Well,
Tuesday night the fat lady had to
wait an extra five minutes before
she could start singing. And when
she did, she sang a very sad tune
in.front of 2,018 people, the second largest crowd for a UNH
men's hoop game since 1984.
The Eagles of Boston College
barely flew away from Lundholm
Gymnasium with a victory. The
Big East team prevailed, 68-58,
holding off the scratching and
clawing Wildcats in overtime.
BC handed UNH its second
loss of the season and extended its
home losing streak to 27 games,
which dates back to Feb. 7, 1988.
The 'Cats played particularly
well on the defensive end throughout the entire game. They crashed
the boards, put pressure on the BC
guards and hustled for every loose
ball. "We played some good "D"
at the end of regulation to put it
into OT," coach Jim Boylan said.
"Our guys didn't lack in heart or
determination."
UNH guard Bryant Davis•
snatched eight rebounds to lead
the team. Davis also had two steals
and one blocked shot. Forward
Ja~es. ~n c~e _of( t)le b_en~h ~to

pull down seven rebounds in just
nine minutes of play.
The Wildcats had the lead at
halftime, 27-22, thanks to a 10-3
run in the last 4:30 of the half. As
tlte 'Cats left the floor, the fans
exploded with applause.
''They were putting a lot of
pressure on the ball and a lot of
pressure off the ball," Davis said.
"We didn't really have any easy
outlets to get rid of the ball and I
think that forced us into a lot of
turnovers."
Junior guard Jeff Carr led the
team in scoring with 15 points,
seven of them in the first half.
Captain Eric Thielen had 10 and
sophomore guard Pat Manor
ended with eight.
Jeff Carr erased a BC six point
lead with back-to-back three-point
shots from the comer. UNH could
not connect on their foul shots
going down the stretch and the
game went into or, tied at 54.
The Eagles proved to be just
too much for the Wildcats in overtime, outscoring them 14-4. BC did,
however, get some help from
UNH. The 'Cats had 22 turnovers
and a low 41.3 shooting percentage in the game.
"We let it slip away," Boylan
· said. ''Weplayed wellbutwecould
have played better." ·

Although coach Boylan realizes that his team didn't execute
all that well, he takes nothing away
from Boston College.
''They're so much stronger
than we are and more athletic,"
Boylan said. ''They hit a couple of
big shots in the overtime period.
Those were big and took a little
wind out of our sails."
BC head coach Jim O'Brien
realizes his team could have easily
been 1-2 after the game instead of
2-1.
"I don't think we played particularly well and I give a lot of
that credit to New Hampshire,"
O'Brien said. "I think that they
played very well and very hard."
The Eagles didn't play that
well. They hit only 36.3% of their
field goals and only 30% of their
three-point shots. They did convert 61.1 % of their foul shots and
hit them when they needed to.
"We knew this was not going
to beaneasygameforus, "O'Brien
said. ''We easily could've lost that
game. I'm just happy as hell that
we won."
The Wildcats play at Providence College on December 1st
and their next home game is Tuesday, December 4th against the
University of Massachusetts at
7:30.
.

